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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

ha – hectare 

km – kilometer 

kW – kilowatt 

kWh – kilowatt-hour 

m – meter 

m2 – square meter 

m3 – cubic meter 

mm – millimeter 

 
NOTE 

In this report, "$" refers to United States dollars unless otherwise stated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This social monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do not necessarily 
represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation of or 
reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development Bank does not 
intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any territory or area. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Beneficiary – all persons and households from the villages who voluntarily seek to avail themselves of, and 
are part of, the project. 

Compensation – payment in cash or in kind at the replacement cost of the acquired assets for the project. 

Cut-off Date – the cut-off date is defined as the date prior to which the occupation or use of the project areas 
makes residents/users eligible to be categorized as project affected persons. The cut-off date for this Project 
will be the date of conducting public consultation for each subproject that requires land acquisition with the 
project-affected persons before conducting inventory of loss (IOL) or the detailed measurement survey (DMS). 

Eligible land holders – refers to affected persons who (a) hold title to land; or (b) do not hold title but whose 
possession of land can be legalized with a title pursuant to the Land Law of Cambodia including those with 
recognizable rights. 

Entitlement – range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration support, transfer assistance, 
income substitution, and relocation support which are due to affected people, depending on the nature of their 
losses, to restore their economic and social base. The entitlements adopted for TSSD-AF were guided by the 
applicable national laws, regulations, and ADB SPS. The entitlements may be further revised based on actual 
status of impact, if applicable, in an updated version of the resettlement framework. 

Household – means all persons living and eating together as a single social unit. 

Income restoration – means re-establishing income sources and livelihoods of project-affected households 
to at least maintain to their pre-project level. 

Improvements – structures constructed (dwelling unit, fence, waiting sheds, pigpens, utilities, community 
facilities, stores, warehouses, etc.) and crops/plants planted by the person, household, institution, or 
organization. 

Land acquisition – the process whereby a person involuntarily loses ownership, use of, or access to, land 
as a result of the project. Land acquisition can lead to a range of associated impacts, including loss of 
residence or other fixed assets (fences, wells, tombs, or other structures or  

Project Executive Agencies – MAFF and NCDDS.  

Project Affected Persons (PAPs) – includes any person, households, entity, organizations, firms or private 
institutions who, on account of changes that result from the project will have their (i) standard of living 
adversely affected, (ii) right, title, or interest in any house, land (including residential, commercial, agricultural, 
forest, plantations, grazing, and/organizing land), water resources, fish ponds, communal fishing grounds, 
annual or perennial crops and trees, or any other moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed, restricted, 
or otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, 
place of work or residence, or habitat adversely affected, permanently or temporarily, with or without 
displacement. 

Rehabilitation – refers to assistance provided to persons seriously affected due to the loss of productive 
assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, to supplement payment of compensation for acquired 
assets, in order to achieve, at a minimum, full restoration of living standards and quality of life. Compensation 
for assets often is not sufficient to achieve full rehabilitation. 

Replacement cost – is the method of valuation of assets, which determines the amount of compensation 
sufficient to replace lost assets, including any necessary transaction costs. Compensation at replacement cost 
is defined as follows: For agricultural land, it is the pre-project or pre-displacement, whichever is higher, market 
value of land of equal productive potential or use located in the vicinity of the affected land, plus the cost of 
preparing the land to levels similar to those of the affected land, plus the cost of any registration and transfer 
taxes. For land in urban areas, it is the pre-displacement market value of land of equal size and use, with 
similar or improved public infrastructure facilities and services and located in vicinity of the affected land, plus 
the cost of any registration and transfer taxes. For houses and other structures, it is the market cost of the 
materials to build a replacement structure with an area and quality similar to or better than those of the affected 
structure, or to repair a partially affected structure, plus the cost of transporting building materials to the 
construction site, plus the cost of any labor and contractors' fees, plus the cost of any registration and transfer 
taxes. In determining the replacement cost, depreciation of the asset and the value of salvage materials are 
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not taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the project deducted from the valuation 
of an affected asset. Where domestic law does not meet the standard of compensation at full replacement 
cost, compensation under domestic law is supplemented by additional measures to meet the replacement 
cost standard. Such additional assistance is distinct from resettlement measures to be provided under other 
clauses in the ADB SPS 2009. 

Resettlement – means that all measures should be taken to mitigate any and all adverse impacts of a project 
on PAP property and/or livelihoods, including compensation, relocation (where relevant) and rehabilitation as 
needed. 

Vulnerable groups - are distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately or face the risk of being 
marginalized from the effects of resettlement and specifically include: (i) female headed households with 
dependents, (ii) disabled household heads, (iii) households falling under the generally accepted indicator for 
poverty, (iv) elderly households with no means of support and landlessness, and (v) indigenous peoples. The 
vulnerability of each household will depend on the impact and their socio-economic statuses that will be 
assessed as the result of detail baseline socio-economic survey during the detailed measurement survey or 
inventory of lose assets. Cambodia uses an absolute poverty line definition. In 2013, the Ministry of Planning 
(MOP) introduced new poverty lines. The revisions to the poverty lines include (a) a food poverty line based 
on 2,200 calories per person per day (up from 2,100); and (b) a non-food component that is estimated 
separately for Phnom Penh, other urban, and rural areas. Ministry of Planning (2013) identified those whose 
expenditure was less than KHR 132,386 per month per person as living below the poverty line. 
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SOCIAL MONITORING REPORT 

(July - December 2021) 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Social Monitoring Report (SMR 5), which covers the period from July to December 2021, has been prepared 
in compliance with the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS, 2009) and the Tonle Sap Poverty Reduction and 
Smallholder Development Project - Additional Financing (TSSD-AF) Resettlement Framework (RF) and also 
specific covenants to the ADB loan. The SMRs are required to be produced on a semi-annual basis.  

The SMR provides an overview of the TSSD-AF including the coverage area, the organizational structure and 
the outputs and activities. The report provides the findings of the monitoring of the implementation of the social 
safeguard due diligence process during the design and implementation of the rural infrastructure subprojects 
and provides a commentary on whether this process has been performed to an acceptable standard to avoid, 
minimize or mitigate for any potential social impacts arising from the subproject construction and whether there 
has been an adequate response to complaints received and identifies whether any specific social safeguard 
measures have not been effectively implemented.  

The SMR comprises sections that describe the implementation progress of all on-going subprojects. By the end 
of this reporting period the contracts have been closed for 10 subprojects (excluding the two core subprojects 
within core batches). There was a total of 17 subprojects under construction excluding the flood damage repairs 
for three of the five subprojects affected by the flooding in October 2020. For the 28 subprojects in Batch 2 and 
the 42 subprojects in Batch 3 there 25 subprojects with on-going revision and finalization of the Social Safeguard 
Due Diligence Reports (SS DDRs) including 04 cancelled subprojects and 25 subproject under ther preparation 
of SSDDRs and the bidding for all of these subprojects was already completed.   

The report provides a description of the procedures for social safeguards due diligence preparation for all 
subprojects and summarizes the categorization of the subprojects into the three categories. The TSSD-AF has 
been placed under Category C for Involuntary Resettlement (IR) since there were no serious IR issues identified 
during project preparation and Category C for IPs since there are very few such communities within the target 
communes.  

To achieve compliance with the TSSD-AF, the project has identified a range of provisions for the payment of 
compensation to any vulnerable households that are below the poverty line whose land and/or assets will be 
impacted by the construction activities, as well as allowances for all affected households that will relinquish any 
land, trees or fencing within the official or accepted Right of Way (RoW). There are no impacts on privately 
owned land and assets for subprojects.    

The SMR includes a summary of the project progress for the 51 subprojects comprising (i) six of 16 subprojects 
(one is not completed at the end of 2020 and five are damaged by floods at the end of 2020 after completion of 
construction; (ii) the 25 subprojects are under the preparation, review revision and finalization of the SS DDRs 
and disclosed by the ADB social safeguards team and the implementation progress of construction works (iii) 
progress of 42 subprojects in the next batch including preparation of SSDDRs, finalization and disclosure by 
ADB and commencement of construction work and 17 of them were disclosed by ADB. 

During this reporting period there were only 27 public consultation meetings conducted due to the restrictions 
on gatherings of people during the pandemic and less participants for each meeting compared to a normal one. 

There is a description of the application of the social safeguard due diligence during the design and preparation 
stage for the subprojects and the responsibilities of project team members and also the Design and Supervision 
Consultant (DSC) team. A summary of the compliance with the resettlement plan requirements and the relevant 
loan covenants is provided. There is also a description of the public consultation process, information disclosure 
and a summary of the orientation activities that were conducted.
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 SOCIAL MONITORING REPORT (SMR5) 
(July - December 2021) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

1. In 2009, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved the Tonle Sap Poverty Reduction and Smallholder 
Development Project (TSSD), which achieved notable achievements in productive infrastructure and livelihood 
improvement. The Government of Cambodia (the government), ADB and IFAD project teams concluded that 
successful project activities should be scaled up to broaden the benefits of increased rural incomes and 
economic development. 

2.  In January 2018 the Additional Financing (AF) for the TSSD was approved to expand activities on climate-
responsive productive infrastructure from 196 communes in five provinces (Banteay Meanchey (BMC), Siem 
Reap (SRP), Kampong Thom (KPT), Kampong Cham (KPC) and Tboung Khmum (TKM)) to 270 communes in 
seven provinces, including the two additional provinces of Battambang (BTB), and Prey Veng (PVG) within the 
Tonle Sap Basin, and in addition to further develop the enabling environment for agricultural productivity, 
diversification and climate resilience with a strong emphasis on value chain strengthening. The inclusion of 
women, smallholder farmers and poor households remains a priority. The change in the scope under TSSD-AF 
increased the number of beneficiary households from 430,000 to 650,000. 

3.  The aggregated impact will be improved livelihoods in the target communes and climate resilience in 
seven provinces in the Tonle Sap Basin improved. The aggregate outcome will be agricultural productivity 
increased, climate and disaster resilience strengthened, and access to markets improved in 270 communes in 
seven provinces in the Tonle Sap Basin. 

4. The TSSD-AF has three outputs. Output 1: focuses on enhancing rural productive infrastructures and 
livelihood improvement with capacity in disaster risk management (such as rural roads and small-scale irrigation 
rehabilitation, supporting new and old Livelihood Improvement Groups (LIGs) and DRR training and planning 
for commune councils). Output 2: focusses on enhancing environment for increased agricultural productivity 
diversification and climate resilience (such as value chain support and market linkages; information and 
communication technology and commune mobile access program). Output 3: strengthens project management. 

5. Under Output 1 the TSSD-AF is providing support for the rehabilitation of up to 450 kilometers of disaster 
risk reduction (DDR) roads in commune and Sangkat areas that are prone to floods, and 6,000 hectares of 
irrigation (secondary or tertiary canals) capable of supporting at least two crops per year, and other facilities that 
may be identified for the market improvement groups (MIGs) or Paddy Selling Groups (PSGs). All infrastructure 
for investment is to be included in the commune development plans (CDPs) and commune investment plans 
(CIPs) and/or requests from the marketing improvement groups (MIGs) or paddy selling groups (PSGs), and 
funds to contractors will be paid to the relevant commune councils (CCs). Each target commune or Sangkat can 
propose up to a maximum of three rural infrastructure sub-projects. However, the available funds for rural 
infrastructure are not sufficient to complete all of these sub-projects and selection criteria are applied based 
upon (i) strong commitment of the Livelihood Improvement Groups (LIGs) to work together to improve their 
livelihoods wit functional Group Revolving Funds (GRFs); and (ii) commitment from the commune councils (CCs) 
to support all of the LIGs to solve problems and maintain the established infrastructure supported by the TSSD.  
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Figure 1: Map of TSSD-AF target areas 

 

6. The project is classified as category B for social safeguard , in accordance with the ADB Safeguard Policy 
Statement (SPS, 2009) safeguards classification system.1 All rural infrastructure sub-projects are required to 
be screened and classified in accordance with the ADB SPS 2009 and the TSSD-AF Resettlement Framework 
(RF) by using priority screening criteria and prioritization screening criteria and in the case of rural infrastructure 
sub-projects are screened and classified in C category, a social safeguards due diligence report has prepared 
based on the activities in the annual work plan and submitted to ADB for review, clearance and disclose. For 
the rural infrastructure subprojects, the Design and Supervision Consultants (DSC) together with its social 
safeguard specialist are responsible for the social categorization which must be submitted to ADB for 
confirmation of the safeguard classification.  

1.2 Project organizational structure 

7. The Executing Agencies (EAs)/Implementing Agencies (IAs) for the project are the National Committee for 
Democratic Development (NCDDS) and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery (MAFF), who have both 
established project management units (PMUs) at national level and provincial/district support teams (PSTs) in 
each of the seven target provinces. The designs for rural road sub-projects are technically approved at provincial 
level by the Provincial Department of Rural Development (PDRD) and the designs of irrigation sub-projects are 
technically approved by the Provincial Department of Water Resources and Meteorology (PDWRAM) following 
the sub-project clearance procedures defined in the Commune/Sangkat Project Implementation Manual (PIM). 

8. The NCDDS have recruited two service providers: (i) the Design and Supervision Consultant (DSC) team 
who are responsible for the preparation of the detailed engineering designs (DEDs) and the supervision of the 
construction, through the conduct of topographic surveys to collect the data required for the designs including 
the identification of the accepted Right of Way (RoW), the social screening process to identify any potential 

 
1 https://www.adb.org/documents/safeguard-policy-statement 
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impact and categorize the subprojects, the preparation of the bidding documents and the preparation of first 
draft of Social Safeguards Due Diligence Deport (SSDDR); and (ii) the External Safeguards Monitoring Entity 
(ESME) who are mainly responsible for ensuring that the social (and environment) safeguard covenant 
requirements are fully complied with ADB SPS 2009. The ESME provide a certification of the SSDDR for each 
subproject to verify the process is fully compliant with the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS 2009) and the 
TSSD-AF Resettlement Framework (RF) for all subprojects that have impact in terms of the loss of land or other 
assets to verify each of the Affected Households (AHs) have consented to these losses, there are no vulnerable 
households amongst the AHs and to confirm the amount of allowances that will be provided to each AH, so that 
the SS DDR can be approved for disclose prior to any contract being awarded. In short, the ESME needs to 
conduct independent monitoring of the safeguard implementation based upon the approved RF during the 
preparation of SS DDR, construction and operation of the infrastructure subprojects to ensure that acceptable 
consultative and grievance reporting mechanisms have been adopted and, in respect of all subprojects that 
require land or assets acquisition, to verify that (i) the principles of voluntary land/asset relinquishment or 
donation have been followed; (ii) the AHs who have opted for land donation have not been forced to do so; and 
(iii) the living standards of those who opted for relinquishment will not be negatively affected. Furthermore, the 
ESME team needs to check and verify all of the certificates of land/asset transfer forms and confirm that the 
information is accurately represented in the IOL table included in this DDR. 

9. The project implementation consultants (PIC) team, which was recruited by MAFF, and the DSC team 
(SSP6) both include a social safeguard specialist (SSS). At the present, the PIC SSS help preparing the SSDDR 
and submitting to ADB consultant team and EMSE for verification and finalization. 

1.3   Purpose of the report 

10. This Social Monitoring Report has been prepared to report on the social impacts on affected households 
(AHs) resulting from the implementation of the subprojects during the period from July to December 2021 to 
confirm compliance with the safeguard covenants to the ADB loan.2 The SMR is required to cover the following 
aspects: 

(i) Summarize the progress of design, the progress of preparation of SSDDR. 

(ii) Summarize the progress of implementation of all subprojects. 

(iii) List the overall social impacts identified for each subproject.   

(iv) Summarize the status of the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) establishment for each subproject  
  under construction. 

(v) List the records of any complaints received by the local authorities relating to social impacts through the  
  GRM.  

(vi) Summarize the capacity building on social safeguards undertaken.          

1.4 Report format   

11. This report presents the findings from monitoring the application of the social safeguard due diligence 
process during design and implementation of the subprojects. It discusses whether or not the social safeguard 
due diligence process has been performed to an acceptable standard to avoid, minimize or mitigate for any 
potential social impacts of the subprojects, and whether or not there has been an adequate response to 
complaints received and identifies activities relating to the social safeguards that have not been effectively 
implemented by the project. This SMR includes sections that describe the following: 

(i) Completion of two core subprojects within core batches. 

(ii) Construction progress of the one of seven subprojects in Batch 1a, four of 16 subprojects in Batch 1b with flood 
damage and 14 of 28 subprojects in the Batch 2.  

(iii) Progress status of preparation and finalization of the social safeguard due diligence reports for 15 of 26 
subprojects that now comprise Batch 2 for 2020. 

(iv) Progress status of preparation and finalization of the social safeguard due diligence reports for 17 of 42  
 subprojects that comprise in Batch 3 for 2021. 

(v) Results of the monitoring of the social impacts on the project beneficiaries including indigenous peoples (IPs) 

 
2 The Borrower shall do or cause the project EAs to submit social safeguard monitoring report (semi-annual from January and July of 
each year and disclose relevant information from such report to affected persons promptly upon submission. If any unanticipated social 
impacts arise during construction. 
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 during construction. 

(vi) Complaints dealing with social issues through the GRM during construction. 

(vii) Description of capacity building activities relating to social safeguards including how to use GRM logbook and 
 how to address the complaints on time. 

1.5 Report preparation 

12. This report was prepared by the PIC team as stated in their Terms of Reference (ToR) in consultation with 
the NCDDS, DSC team, Provincial Support Team (PST) and the provincial project management advisors 
(PPMAs). It is submitted to the ADB/Cambodia Resident Mission (CARM) social safeguard team for review prior 
to disclosure on the ADB website and the TSSD-AF website.  

2. PROCEDURES FOR SOCIAL SAFEGUARD DUE DILIGENCE OF SUBPROJECTS 

13. The social safeguard due diligence procedures that are applied for all subprojects are defined in the ADB 
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS, 2009) and further elaborated in the TSSD-AF RF. All rural infrastructure 
subprojects are screened and classified for the level of social impact relating to land or assets acquisition and 
resettlement impact.  

14. The social safeguard due diligence process includes the following steps: 

(i) Preparation of the DEDs including the identification of the official or accepted Right of Way (RoW) from the 
commune council and certified and recognized by the district office of Land Management, Urbanization, 
Construction and Land-Use (DLMCLU) or the identification of the official Right of Way (RoW) by the district 
office of Land Management, Urbanization, Construction and Cadastral for the subprojects located in the areas 
where the land registration existed. 

(ii) Site demarcation and screening at the proposed subproject location to demonstrate the proposed subprojects 
and the width of the upgraded road, irrigation canals, dam embankments. etc., to establish the Corridor of 
Impact (CoI) that includes any additional small strip of land as temporary use (both private assets and common 
assets) on each side for the movement of equipment and materials during construction.   

(iii) Public consultation meeting with local authorities on the land status to obtain and verify the tenurial status 
within the subproject site and also to identify the public properties alongside the proposed road or canal that 
are located either within or outside the CoI since some of them may be impacted during the subproject 
intervention as confirmed by the local authorities regarding these public properties as well as confirming the 
accepted or official RoW of the road/canal, which in cases where the land registration has not yet been done 
has been requested by the commune authorities and confirmed by the provincial Land Management, Urban 
Planning, Construction and Cadastral (PLMUPCC).   

(iv) Public consultation meeting with community members including any landowners/affected households/project 
beneficiaries (with information on gender distribution and identification of vulnerable households) to seek their 
agreement for the proposed subproject based upon the demarcation and for the setting of the cut-off date after 
which the villagers will only harvest exiting crops or trees and will not engage in any new production activities 
within the proposed road or canal subprojects or within the CoI.  

(v) Preparation of the Inventory of Loss (IOL) based upon demarcation to identify the additional land needed as 
well as any loss of crop production, trees and fences or other assets (stalls) both within and outside the official 
or accepted RoW. 

(vi) Endeavour to mitigate the impacts and resolve the concerns of the AHs and community members including 
the allowances for AHs who will be lost of trees, fences, other assets (stalls) and crop production.  

(vii) Identification of need for compensation required in the case of any private land lost outside of the official RoW 
and allowances to be paid to the affected households (AHs) that will lose access to any land that they are 
using within the official RoW. 

(viii) Setting up the Grievance redress Mechanism (GRM) including GRCs that is appropriate for the subproject 
with the identification of representatives from village, commune, district, provincial and national levels. 

(ix) Setting up the subproject cut-off date for each subproject to be implemented for the subproject implementation 
towards minimizing the impact 

(x) Preparation and finalization of the draft SSDDR. 

15. Under ADB procedures there are three categories for subprojects depending on the significance of the 
social impacts as follows: 

- Category A: 200 or more persons will experience major impacts defined as (i) being physical displaced from 
housing; or (b) losing 10 percent or more of their productive income generating assets. Subprojects in this category 
are ineligible for support under TSSD-AF. 
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- Category B: “A propsed subproject/project is classified as category B (impact on less than 200 persons will 
experience major impacts) if it includes involuntary resettlement impacts that are not deemed significant. A 
resettlement plan, including assessment of social impacts, is required”  

-   Category C: “A proposed subproject/project is classified as category C, if it has no involuntary resettlement  
   impacts.  

16. The TSSD-AF is categorized as Category B for Involuntary Resettlement and Category B for Indigenous 
Peoples. To achieve compliance with the TSSD-AF, the following provisions are made for allowances to be paid 
to any AHs that are impacted by the subproject as follows:  

- Vulnerable households are identified as those that are categorized as ID Poor 1 and ID Poor 2 and have no income 
source, elderly, disabled or female headed households (FHHs) with many children and whose monthly expenditure 
per person is below the official poverty line of KHR 132,386 per month.3 The monthly expenditure per person is 
calculated from the total monthly household expenditure compared to the number of people who reside permanently 
within that household. Any households below the official poverty line are entitled to receive an additional allowance 
of two months of this level of expenditure calculated on the basis of the number of members of the household.4 

- For land donated by any AH that is outside of the official or accepted RoW of the road or canal there will be 
compensation paid based on an official land valuation provided by the commune council and this payment is not 
dependent on that AH having an official land title.  

- For land donated by any AH that is inside the RoW of the road/canal there will be allowances provided for loss of 
crop production based on an assumed yield of three tons per hectare of paddy and an average selling price of 
paddy (based on the socio-economic data for the impacted villages) for one crop season. 

- Allowances are provided for the loss of trees by any AH and the value of the loss is estimated in the Certificate of 
Land/Asset Transfer form that is signed by the household head.  

- Allowances are provided for the loss of fencing by any AH and the value of the loss is based on a value ranging 
from KHR 5,000 to KHR 40,000 per meter of fencing line depending on the type of fencing materials. 

- Replacement costs can be provided or paid to any AH who voluntarily consents to move or shift any structure such 
as small shop or fencing out of the accepted or official RoW and CoI and the value of the removal is estimated in 
the CLTF that is signed by the head of the AH. 

- Alternatively, the AHs can agree to the voluntarily relinquishment of the strips of land, as well as to the loss of the 
trees, fences and other structures, in return for other benefits from the sub-project including that derived from the 
improved road, and participation in project funded training and/or involvement in the LIGs, etc., 

17. The EAs are responsible for implementing the agreed social safeguard measures and for monitoring the 
day-to-day progress of implementation, documentation of the monitoring results and verifying compliance with 
the measures set out in the DDRs. They are responsible for ensuring that the establishment of effective GRMs 
and for addressing and responding to any complaints from AHs. Furthermore, if any unanticipated impacts occur 
during the construction period, they are responsible for updating the DDRs accordingly to document the 
identification and implementation of the corrective actions taken.  

18. The ESME are responsible for providing independent monitoring of the safeguard implementation based 
upon the approved RF during the design, construction and operation of the infrastructure subprojects to ensure 
that acceptable consultative and grievance reporting mechanisms have been adopted and, in respect of all 
subprojects that require land acquisition, to verify that (i) the principles of voluntary land/asset donation or 
relinquishment have been followed; (ii) the AHs who have agreed for land this have not been forced to do so; 
and (iii) the living standards of those who opted for donation or relinquishment will not be negatively affected. In 
addition, the ESME team are responsible for checking and verifying of all certificates of land/asset transfer forms, 
where these are required, and confirming that the information is accurately represented in the IOL table included 
in the DDR. The ESME also prepare a semi-annual safeguard monitoring report incorporating all validation 
requirements for subprojects monitored each reporting period.  

3. SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS SUMMARY 

3.1. Summary of Project Progress 

19. Rural infrastructure subprojects. Each target commune has identified three proposed rural 
infrastructure subprojects for consideration. However, due to funding limitations not all of these subprojects can 
be supported and a long-list of 581 infrastructure subprojects has been identified across the 270 target 
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communes and there were 167 identified for design from 2018 to June 2021. For the two subprojects in core 
Batch (two subprojects), seven subprojects in Batch 1a six of them have completed construction and four closed 
contracts but one remains under construction (IR003). For the 16 subprojects in Batch 1b the flood damage 
repairs are on-going for three subprojects, 10 have completed construction and six have closed contracts. For 
the 28 subprojects under Batch 2, 15 subprojects have contracts awarded/on-going construction and the SS 
DDRs for the remaining 13 have been under revision but two more subprojects in this batch have been cancelled. 
For the 42 subprojects under Batch 3 there has been one contract awarded and the contracts have been 
awarded for an additional three subprojects and the preparation of the SS DDRs for the remining 38 subprojects 
is on-going.  

20. The main activities relating to the rural infrastructure subprojects during the reporting period can be 
summarized as follows: 

(i)  02 subprojects (core Batch): The contracts had been closed since the end of 20218 and the                
   beginning of 2019 (for the Lvea canal surproject in PVG); 

(ii) 23 subprojects (Batch 1a & 1b): The contracts had been closed for 10 of these subprojects by the end of 
this reporting period and 12 had completed construction and were under warranty period. The flood damage 
repairs that was caused by the flooding in October 2020 (RR004 & RR012) have been completed for two of 
the subprojects and were on-going for the other three subprojects. (RR013, RR017 & RR019). There remains 
one canal rehabilitation subproject that has on-going construction in BTB (IR003) that had been impacted by 
high water levels in the canal as well as the requirement for water from the villagers.  

(iii) 30 subprojects (Batch 2): Revision and finalization of SSDDRs continued for 28 of 30 subprojects (Batch 2) 
that were designed in 2020: The SS DDRs for 28 subprojects (IR026, RR028, IR038, RR042-43, IR046-47, 
IR049, RR050-51, IR/RR055-56, RR060-62, RR067-RR068, RR071, RR073, RR076, RR077, IR/RR081-82, 
RR087-88, RR093 and RR0103-104), while two subprojects namely Sendaek (IR079) and Kraya (IR075) 
canal subprojects have been postponed based on technical constraints. In addition, two more subprojects 
were dropped namely Boeung Pram (RR043) and Mukh Rea (RR049) due to the proposed roads being 
constructed mainly on land being used for agriculture and the AHs did not agree to the construction of these 
roads. During this reporting period, 15 of the 26 subprojects had contracts awarded and the construction 
commenced and was on-going at end of December 2021, while for the other 11 subprojects the SS DDRs 
were under the revision and finalization including the certification of validity issued by the ESME.  

(iv) 42 subprojects (Batch 3): Work commenced on the preparation of the SSDDRs for these subprojects in May 
2021. They are divided into two groups namely 33 subprojects following national procurement procedures and 
nine subprojects follow the provincial procurement procedure. For these subprojects, the detailed technical 
designs had been completed on 4th December 2020 and bidding was completed on 25 January 2021. By 31st 
December 2021, for the nine subprojects following the provincial procurement procedure the SS DDRs were 
being finalized and two of them were approved and disclosed by ADB but contracts were not yet warded and 
one subproject was cancelled. For the other 33 subprojects under national procurement, for seven of them 
the SS DDRs were finalized and two have been approved and disclosed by ADB and one contract was 
awarded and construction had commenced.  

21. The main social safeguard activities during this reporting period related to: 

(i) One additional social safeguard specialist was recruited and commenced in November 2021 in order to speed 
up the verification report for SSDDRs and all PPMAs and D&D NCDDS consultant has promoted to assist the 
preparation of SSDDRs through revising their TOR. During this reporting period, there were four social 
safeguards specialists working (one for PIC and three other specialists for NCDDS).  

(ii) Reviewing, revising and finalizing the draft SS DDRs for the 26 subprojects (Batch 2) for submission to ADB 
for review, approval and disclosure. 

(iii) 15 of 26 remaining subprojects in Batch 2 were cleared and disclosed by ADB between July and December 
2021 and for the other 12 subprojects these are being finalized before submission by NCDDS to ADB for 
clearance and disclosure. 

(iv) There were 46 public consultation meetings conducted at subproject sites by the SSP6 team with a total of 
1,185 participants (including 352 women) relating to the Batch 2 and to identify the potential social impacts in 
respect of land and other assets during the reporting time. 

(v) There were a 98 site visits with a total of 2,393 participants (including 750 women) conducted jointly by 
NCDDS, PIC, SSP6, PST, ESME to verify and reassess the process of the public consultation meetings, the 
land/assets transfer forms and identified GRM during the reporting period. 
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(vi) There were an additional 51 visits to subproject sites that were strongly requested by NCDDS to response to 
the comments from ADB in order to revise and finalize the remaining SSDDRs in the 28 subprojects and 42 
subprojects.  

(vii) Reviewing, revising and finalization stages is 12 of 42 SSDDRs; disclosed stage is 05 of 42 SSDDRs and the 
remaining 25 of 42 SSDDRs is at the preparation stage(from Batch 3).   

22. The following table provides a brief summary of the progress for rural infrastructure subprojects during the 
reporting period: 

Table 1: Project Overview and Its Components 

Project Title 
Tonle Sap Poverty Production and Smallholders Development Project - Additional 
Financing (TSSD-AF) 

Grant Number TSSD: 0186 and TSSD-AF: 0542 

Loan Number TSSD: 2599 and TSSD-AF: 3570   
 

 
Safeguards 
Category 

Indigenous Peoples Category B (Category C for all subprojects in this report) 

Involuntary Resettlement Category B Category C for all subprojects in this report) 

Reporting period: July - December 2021 

Last report date: January – June 2021 

Key subproject 
activities since the 
last report 

Output 1: focuses on enhancing rural productive infrastructures and livelihood improvement with 
capacity in disaster risk management (such as rural roads and small-scale irrigation or canal 
rehabilitation, supporting new and old Livelihood Improvement Groups (LIGs) and DRR 
orientation and planning for commune councils) in terms of rural infrastructures, since the July - 
December 2021.  

 

 

Core Batch- Subproject completed in March 2021 (Chbar Ampov road sub) and June 2021 
(Lvea canal sub)  
Batch 1a - 7 subprojects (under construction) 
 SSDDR for one subprojects (1st batch) 

IR003   -  Kakoh canal rehabilitation subproject (be completed in February 2022) 
Batch 1b - 16 subprojects (under construction) 
 SSDDR for five subprojects impacted by flooded in October 2020.  

IR012   -  Basak & Prek Chick canal repaired subproject (completed in July 2021). 
IRR013  -  Bos Sbov DBST road repaired subproject (completed in October 2021). 
RR004  -  Kouk Romiet laterite road repaired subproject (completed in July 2021) 
RR017  -  Sandan & Dang Kambet road repaired subproject (completed in September 2021). 
RR019  -  Chi Meas (Msar Kraing and Kampong Chencheung) SBST road repaired subproject  

(be completed in February 2022). 
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Batch 2 - 30 subprojects (12 SSDDR preparation and 14 commenced construction) 
3rd batch - 28 subprojects 

IR026   -  Phnom Dei canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR028  -  Prasat SBST road subproject (contract awarded 29 Dec 21) 
IR038   -  Anlongrun-Rong chrey canal subproject (contract awarded 6 Dec 21) 
RR042  -  Lvea latertie road subproject (contract awarded 30 September 21) 
RR043  -  Boeung Pram road subproject (cancelled) 
IR046   -  Kakoh-Taloas canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
IR047   -  Prey Touch canal rehabilitation subproject (contract awarded 2 December 21) 
IR049   -  Mukh Rea canal rehabilitation subproject (cancelled) 
RR050  -  Prey Tralach-Prekchik-Basak road subproject (contract awarded 6 July 21) 
RR051  -  Char Chhouk concrete road subproject (contract awarded 31 August 21) 
RR055  -  Snuol laterite road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
IR056   -  Chroy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR060  -  Tram Sasar-Sen Sokh laterite road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR061  -  Svay Leu reinforced concrete road subproject (contract awarded 23 August 21) 
RR062  -  Boeung Mealea-Svay Leu laterite road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR067  -  Prey Tahou-Trapeang Russei road subproject (contract awarded 20 Jul 21) 
RR068  -  Damrei Choan Khla-Srayov road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR071  -  Tuol Kreul laterite road subproject (contact awarded in July 21) 
RR073  -  Mean Rith-Cheu Teal road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR076  -  Chamna Kroam road subproject (disclosed in December 21) 
RR077  -  Chamna Leu-Rong Roeung road subproject (contract awarded 22 Oct 21) 
RR081  -  Sampong Chey-Sdoeung Chey-Pring Chrum subproject (contract awarded 21Jun 21) 
IR082   -  Sampong Chey canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR087  -  Moha Leap-Pongro road subproject (contact awarded 16 Nov 21) 
RR088  -  Praek Ta Nong concrete road subproject (SS DD under revision) 
RR093  -  Tuek Chrov road subproject (contract awarded 23 August 21) 
RR013  -  Preak Sdach-Banteay Chakrey road subproject (contract awarded 29 Dec 21) 
RR014  -  Sena Reach Odom road subproject (contract awarded 13 Sep 21) 
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Batch 3 - 42 subprojects (SS DDR preparation/revision) 
 National procurement 

IR029   -  Tuek Chour canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under preparation)  
RR030  -  Team Kam DBST road subproject (SS DDR under revision and finalization) 
RR031  -  Phniet canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR033  -  Tuek Thal reinforced concrete subproject (disclosed 24th November 21) 
IR036   -  Ta Meun canal subproject (SS DDR under revision and finalizaion) 
RR037  -  Ou Taki canal subprojecct (SS DDR under revision and finalization) 
RR039  -  Boeung Pring canal subproject (SS DDR under revision and finalization) 
IR040   -  Chrov Sdao canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
IR041   -  Ta Poung canal rehabilitation subproject (SSDDR under revison and finalization) 
IR045   -  Russei Krang DBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
IR048   -  Prey Svay DBST road subproject (SS DDR under revision and finalization) 
RR053  -  Khun Ream & Khnar Sanday SBST road subproject(SS DDR under preparation) 
RR054  -  Chanleasdai laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR056  -  Tar An concrete road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR058  -  Popel DBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR063  -  Samroang laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR110  -  Ta Yaek laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
IR064   -  Pongro canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR065  -  Chanreang reinforced concrete road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR066  -  Chaeung Daeung & Kokir Thum DBST road subproject (SS DDR under revision and  

finalization) 
RR069  -  Achar Leak DBST road subproject (disclosed 10th December 20 21) 
RR072  -  Ngan laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR078  -  Samprouch reinforced concrete road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR083  -  Phdau Chum DBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR085  -  Kang Ta Noeng DBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR091  -  Areaks Tnaot SBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR092  -  Preah Andoung reinforced concrete road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR094  -  Seda laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR098  -  Kraek concrete road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR100  -  Popel DBST road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR105  -  Pnov Ti Pir laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
RR106  -  Poti & Ruessei Sanh laterite road subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 
IR107   -  Tuol Skea canal rehabilitation subproject (SS DDR under preparation) 

 Provincial procurement 
RR035  -  Kumru latertie road subproject (disclosed on 27th December 21) 
RR052  -  Ta Saom laterite road subproject (SSDDR under revision and finalization)  
RR057  -  Chan Sar laterite road subproject (disclosed on 8th December 21) 
RR070  -  Kampong Svay laterite road subproject (SSDDR under revision and finalization) 
RR080  -  Tang Krang reinforced concrete road subproject (SSDDR under revision and 

finalization) 
RR084  -  Roaka Ar natural gravel road subproject (SSDDR under revision and finalization) 
IR044  -   Kbal Mous Dam or Reservoir subproject (disclosed on 2nd December 2021) 
RR096  -  Trea laterite road subproject (SS DDR under revision) 
RR108  -  Prey Khia canal rehabilitation subproject (SSDDR under revision and finalization) 

 
Output 2: focusses on enhancing environment for increased agricultural productivity diversification 
and climate resilience (such as value chain support and market linkages; information and 
communication technology and commune mobile access program). SSP8 started implementing its 
roles and responsibilities as identified since the Q2 of 2020 and now MIGs have been established 
and functioning. 
 

going in order to improve the project management team’s capacity.
Report prepared 
by: 

NCDDS together with the Social Safeguard Specialist (PIC/SSS) 

Report prepared 
by: 

NCDDS together with the Social Safeguard Specialist (PIC/SSS) 

Sources: DSC report and TSSD-AF database (January 2022) 
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3.2. Subproject social impacts 

23. The TSSD-AF RF states that “where any land acquisition is necessary that has impact on land, crops and 
trees that are on the edge of the reserved, RoW there can be a negotiation based upon what the community 
and individual households are willing to donate or relinquish, and where the communities/households are willing 
to donate or relinquish small strips of land a letter to certify their donations or relinquishment will be produced 
and signed by each AH. In the case of roads, this refers to minor widening to accommodate raised profiles and 
reduced slopes on verges when roads are rehabilitated to incorporate climate resilience/disaster risk reduction 
measures”.5 Furthermore, individuals or communities may make voluntary donations or relinquishment of land. 
fences, structures, crops and trees in exchange for benefits from the infrastructure under the following 
conditions: 

(i) The location and type of infrastructure is selected in full consultation with those opting for donation or 
relinquishment, in particular with women and the IP population. Minutes of the meetings will be reported by 
commune facilitators and voluntary donation, or relinquishment will be confirmed through a written record. 

(ii) Those who opted for donation or relinquishment will directly benefit from (a) the infrastructure; (b) at least one 
of the training programs under the project and (c) to be member of LIGs. 

(iii) Those who opted for donation or relinquishment will not fall under the category of (i) the poorest (household 
monthly  expenditure is below the poverty line); (ii) an elderly household (above 60 years old) or elderly 
without any  supporting structures; and (iii) a female headed household without any support. 

(iv) Those who opted for donation will not be coerced and this will be verified by the External Safeguard Monitoring 
Entity (ESME) or SSP9. 

24. There were requirements identified for additional land and other assets (crop/trees/fences/ structures) from 
AHs for the subprojects in Batch 2 with 26 of 28 subprojects found to have some impact and there were a total 
of 591 AHs (ranging from 01 to 101 AHs per subproject) who will lose access to some agricultural land, crops, 
trees and fencings due to the construction of the proposed road and canal subprojects. For these subprojects 
that will have such impacts, the AHs have all signed the Certificates of Land or Assets Transfer Forms (CLTFs) 
and also signed the contract of responsibilities (mainly assets for temporary lost within CoI for movement of 
construction materials) and provided their consent to relinquish/donate these assets that in all cases are within 
the official or accepted RoW of the road and canal. Also, there were requirements identified for additional land 
and other assets (crop/trees/fences/structures) from AHs for subprojects in Batch 3 subprojects and to date a 
total of 690 AHs (ranging from one to 90 AHs per subproject) have been identified who will lose access to some 
agricultural land, crops, trees and fencings due to the construction of the proposed road and canal subprojects. 
In the case of these subprojects, all of the AHs have also signed the CLTFs and the contract of responsibilities 
(mainly assets for temporary lost within CoI for movement of construction materials) and provided their consent 
to relinquish/donate these assets that in all cases are within the official or accepted RoW of the road and canal. 
Furthermore, in the case of every AH, the additional land that will be relinquished is less than the 10 percent 
threshold of the land area being used by these households and the assets will be temporarily lost within CoI 
during the construction, the contractor will reinstate the assets due to the contract of responsibilities and all are 
fully compliant with the TSSD-AF RF.6  

25. All of the SS DDRs include the details of the calculation of the allowances that each AH is entitled to, for 
land relinquished or other assets lost. However, all of these AHs have voluntarily agreed to relinquish these 
assets without the payment of any allowances. In addition, many of the AHs will benefit from membership of the 
LIGs and from the capacity building through trainings that they receive as members of LIGs and direct benefits 
to the subprojects such as local transport and increasing the rice production two time per year. Amongst these 
subprojects there were no vulnerable households identified since those households that were elderly, headed 
by women or categorized as ID Poor 1 were found to have average per capita expenditures above the official 
poverty line (MOP, 2013). 

26. For all of the Batch 2 and 3 subprojects, there was no requirement for the preparation of an Indigenous 
People’s Plan (IPP) since the local authorities have confirmed that there are no IPs residing within these 
communes or within the subproject areas and this was confirmed by the local authorities during the public 
consultation meetings and screening.  

 

 
5 TSSD-AF RF (June 2017) para 6 and page 2. 
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27. During the last joint ADB-IFAD review mission from 23rd November to 16th December 2021, the DSC, 
ESME and PIC SSS conducted field visits for some proposed road and canal subprojects. During these visits 
there were discussions with the local authorities (villages and communes) and villagers on the process of public 
consultation meetings, the established GRM and its function and the roles of local authority during the 
construction period. The result from the field visits showed that they welcome the subprojects that will be funded 
by the project since it will mean that they have a better road for transportation or canal so that they can produce 
two rice crops per year with higher yield and some vegetables for household consumption and sale (confirmed 
by local authorities, village and commune chiefs).  
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Table 2: Overall progress of rural infrastructure subprojects (to December 2021) 

 
 

 

 

KPC Concrete road construction 34 Y Contract closed in March 21

IR002PVG140907 PVG Canal repair and maintenance 71 Y Contract closed in eJun 21

IR003BTB20607 TSSD-AF/020607BTB/IR/2019/01 BTB 35 Y Civil work progress 80% & will complete in Feb 2021

RR004BMC10702 TSSD-AF/010702BMC/RR/2019/01 BMC Kok Romiet
Laterite road rehabilitation 6 Y

Civil work completed July 21
Flood repairs 0 Y

IR012BTB21402-3 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR012-NCDDS BTB Basak & Prek Chick
Canal rehabilitation 177 Y Civil work completed in March 21

Flood repairs 0 N Civil work completed in July 21

RR013BMC10409 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/RR013-NCDDS BMC Bos Sbov
DBST road construction (with repairs) 71 Y Civil work completed July 21

Flood repairs 0 N Civil work completed in October 21

RR017KPT60607 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR017-NCDDS KPT Sandan & Dang Kambet
Laterite road rehabilitation (with repairs) 15 Y Civil work completed in July 21

Flood repairs 0 N Civil work completed in September 21

RR019KPT60806 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR019-NCDDS KPT Msar Krang & Kg. Chin Cheung
Chi Meas SBST road construction 52 Y Contract closed Dec 21

Flood repairs 0 N Will be completed in February 22

IR026BMC10304-6 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/IR025-NCDDS BMC Phnom Dei & Spean Sraeng Canal rehabilitation subproject 11 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR028BMC10404 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/RR022-NCDDS BMC Prasat SBST road subproject 8 N SS DDR disclosed in Dec 21

IR038BTB20205-10 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR038-NCDDS BTB Anlong Run and Rung Chrey Canal rehabilitation 24 Y Contract award Dec 21

RR042BTB20403 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/RR042-NCDDS BTB Lvea Laterite road rehabilitation 0 Y Contarct awarded in Sept 21

RR043BTB20407 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/RR043-NCDDS BTB Boeung Pram Laterite road rehabilitation 0 N Cancelled

IR046BTB20606-07 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR046-NCDDS BTB Kakoh and Ta Loss Canal rehabilitation 72 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR047BTB20608 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR047-NCDDS BTB Prey Touch Canal rehabilitation 42 N Contract awarded Dec 21

IR049BTB21403 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR049-NCDDS BTB Mukh Rea Canal construction 44 N Cancelled

RR050BTB21402-3-5 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/RR050-NCDDS BTB Prey Talach, Preak Chik & Basak DBST road construction 0 Y Civil work started in Jul 21 and progress 75%

RR051SRP170101 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR051-NCDDS SRP Char Chhouk Concrete road consruction 0 Y Civil work started in Aug 21 and progress 0%

RR055SRP170608 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR055-NCDDS SRP Snoul Laterite road rehabilitation 0 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR059SRP171201 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/IR059-NCDDS SRP Chhrouy Neang Nguon Canal rehabilitation 101 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR060SRP171203-07 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR060-NCDDS SRP Tram Saar & Saen Sokh Laterite road rehabilitation 0 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR061SRP171303 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR061-NCDDS SRP Svay Leu Reinforced concrete road construction 0 Y Civil works started in Aug 21 and progress 90%

RR062SRP17130-34 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR062-NCDDS SRP Boeng Mealea & Svay Leu Laterite road rehabilitation 66 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR067KPT60308-09 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR067-NCDDS KPT Prey Tahou & Trapeang Reussei DBST road construction 31 Y Civil works started in Jul 21 and progress 60%

RR068KPT60301-10 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR068-NCDDS KPT Damrei Choan Khla & Srayov DBST road construction 39 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR071KPT60407 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR071-NCDDS KPT Tuol Kreul Laterite road rehabilitation 0 Y Civil work started in Jul 21 and progress 54%

RR073KPT60601-3-4 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR073-NCDDS KPT Mean Rith, Chheu Teal & Kleng Laterite road rehabilitation 48 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR075KPT60705 n.a. KPT Kraya Canal rehabilitation  -  - Cancelled

RR076KPT60802-01 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR076-NCDDS KPT Chamna Kraom & Banteay Stoung SBST road construction 22 N Contract awarded Dec 21

RR077KPT60808-10-11 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR077-NCDDS KPT Chamnar Leu, Roung Roueng & Preah Damrei DBST road construction 15 N Civil works started in Oct 21 and progress 5%

IR079KPC30105 n.a. KPC Sandaek Canal rehabilitation  -  - Cancelled

RR081KPC30306-07-05 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR081-NCDDS KPC Sampong Chey, Sdaeung Chey & Pring Chrum SBST road construction 8 Y Civil works started in Jul 21 and progress 37%

IR082KPC30307 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/IR082-NCDDS KPC Sampong Chey Canal rehabilitation 15 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR087KPC30804-07 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR087-NCDDS KPC Moha Leaph & Pongro DBST road construction 38 N Civil works started in Nov 21 and progress 

Ref No. Prov ince Subproject description
No. of 

AHs

Contract 

awarded
Status

Core subproject

105

Batch 1a 

(7 priority  

subprojects

356

Batch 2 

(30 subprojects)

Sub-total 591

Contract No. Communes

RR001KPC30102 TSSD-AF-W001/NCDDS Chhbar Ampov

TSSD-AF-W002/NCDDS Lvea

Kakoh Canal construction

RR104PVG140911 PVG SBST road construction

0%

RR088KPC30808 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR088-NCDDS KPC Preak Ta Nong Concrete road construction 7 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR093TKM250107-01 TSSD-AF-TKM-NCB-W/RR093-NCDDS TKM Teuk Chrov & Chong Cheach Concrete road construction 0 Y Civil works started in Aug 21 and progress 31%

RR103PVG140902-8 TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-W/RR103-NCDDS PVG Preah Sdach & Banteay Chakrei DBST road construction 0 Y Civil works started in Dec 21 and progress 0%

TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-W/RR104-NCDDS Senareach Odom 0 Y Civil works started in Sep 21 and progress 10%

Sub-total

Batch 1b

(16 subprojects

Sub-total
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Table 2: Overall progress of rural infrastructure subprojects (to December 2021) (cont.,) 

 

 

 

IR029BMC10408 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/IR070-NCDDS BMC Tuek Chour Canal rehabilitation 38 N SS DDR under preparation

RR030BMC10407 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/RR165-NCDDS BMC Tean Kam DBST road construction 60 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR031BMC10606 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/IR080-NCDDS BMC Phniet Canal rehabilitation 15 N SS DDR under preparation

RR033BMC10608 TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-W/RR067-NCDDS BMC Tuek Thla Concrete road construction 0 N SS DDR diclosed in Nov 21

IR036BTB20202 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR072-NCDDS BTB Ta Meun Canal rehabilitation 24 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR037BTB20203 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR072-NCDDS BTB Ou Ta Ki Canal rehabilitation 43 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR039BTB20208 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR073-NCDDS BTB Boeng Pring Canal rehabilitation 23 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

IR040BTB20206 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR074-NCDDS BTB Chrov Sdao Canal rehabilitation 34 N SS DDR under preparation

IR041BTB20201 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR075-NCDDS BTB Tapoung Canal rehabilitation 90 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR045BTB20604 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/RR052-NCDDS BTB Russei Kraing Laterite road rehabilitation 36 N SS DDR under preparation

RR048BTB20603 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-WRIR077-NCDDS BTB Prey Svay DBST road 13 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR053SRP170302 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR084-NCDDS SRP Khun Ream & Khnar Sanday DBST road construction 4 N SS DDR under preparation

RR054SRP170601 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR061-NCDDS SRP Chanleasday Laterite road rehabilitation 14 N SS DDR under preparation

RR056SRP170610 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR055-NCDDS SRP Tar An SBST road construction 5 N SS DDR under preparation

RR058SRP171108 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR051-NCDDS SRP Popel DBST road construction 0 N SS DDR under preparation

RR063SRP171198 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR057-NCDDS SRP Samroang Laterite road rehabilitation 64 N SS DDR under preparation

RR0110SRP171110 TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-W/RR069-NCDDS SRP Ta Yaek Laterite road rehabilitation 4 N SS DDR under preparation

RR064KPT60113 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/IR065-NCDDS KPT Pongro Canal rehabilitation 0 N SS DDR under preparation

RR065KPT60902 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR063-NCDDS KPT Chraneang Reinforced concrete road construction 5 N SS DDR under preparation

RR066KPT60113 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR053-NCDDS KPT Chaeung Daeung & Kokir Thum DBST road construction 3 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR069KPT60309 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR064-NCDDS KPT Achar Leak DBST road construction 0 Y SSDDR disclosed in December 21

RR072KPT60606 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR059-NCDDS KPT Ngan DBST road construction 0 N SS DDR under preparation

RR078KPT60812 TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-W/RR088-NCDDS KPT Samprouch Reinforced road construction 15 N SS DDR under preparation

RR083KPC30303 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR069-NCDDS KPC Phdau Chum DBST road construction 0 N SS DDR under preparation

RR085KPC30702 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR060-NCDDS KPC Kang Ta Noeng DBST road construction 11 N SS DDR under preparation

RR091KPC31501

Ref No. Prov ince Subproject description
No. of 

AHs

Contract 

awarded
Status

Batch 3a 

(33 subprojects - 

National 

Competitive 

Bidding)

Sub-total 690

Contract No. Communes

TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR089-NCDDS KPC Areaks Tnaot SBST and concrete road construction 1 N SS DDR under preparation

RR092KPC31512 TSSD-AF-KPC-NCB-W/RR139-NCDDS KPC Preah Andoung Reinforced concrete road construction 10 N SS DDR under preparation

RR094TKM250105 TSSD-AF/030405/RR/2019/01 TKM Seda Laterite and SBST road construction 0 N SS DDR under preparation

RR098TKM250505 TSSD-AF-TKM-NCB-W/RR066-NCDDS TKM Kraek Concrete road construction 45 N SS DDR under preparation

RR100TKM250506 TSSD-AF-TKM-NCB-W/RR068-NCDDS TKM Popel SBST road construction 34 N SS DDR under preparation

RR105PVG141205 TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-W/RR054-NCDDS PVG Pnov Ti Pir Laterite road rehabilitation 39 N SS DDR under preparation

RR106PVG141206-11 TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-W/RR058-NCDDS PVG Poti & Ruessei Sanh DBST road construction 60 N SS DDR under preparation

IR107PVG141305 TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-W/IR062-NCDDS PVG Be Mon Canal rehabilitation 0 N SS DDR under preparation
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Table 2: Overall progress of rural infrastructure subprojects (to December 2021) (cont,) 

 

Sources: DSC and PPMA teams

Ref No. Prov ince Subproject description
No. of 

AHs

Contract 

awarded
Status

Batch 3b 

(9 subprojects - 

Shopping for 

works)

107

Total 1,849

Contract No. Communes

RR035BMC10706 TSSD-AF/010706/RR/2020/01 BMC Kumrou Laterite road rehabiilitation 3 Y SS DDR disclosed in Dec 21

IR044BTB20601 TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-W/IR076-NCDDS BTB Kbal Mous Reservoir rehabilitation 0 Y SS DDR disclosed in Dec 21

RR052SRP170107 TSSD-AF/170107/RR/2020/01 SRP Ta Saom Laterite road rehabilitation 7 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR057SRP171101 TSSD-AF/171101/RR/2020/01 SRP Chan Sar Laterite road rehabilitation 0 Y SS DDR disclosed in Dec 21

RR070KPT60204 TSSD-AF/060204/RR/2020/01 KPT Kampong Svay Laterite road rehabilitation 19 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR080KPC30109 TSSD-AF/030109/RR/2020/01 KPC Tang Krang Reinforced concrete road construction 9 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR084KPC30708 TSSD-AF/030708/RR/2020/01 KPC Roka Ar Laterite road rehabilitation 16 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

RR096TKM250211 TSSD-AF/250211/RR/2020/01 TKM Trea Laterite road rehabilitation 34 N SS DDR under preparation

RR108PVG141208 TSSD-AF/141308/IR/2020/01 PVG Prey Khla Canal rehabilitation 19 N SS DDR under revision and finalization

Sunb-total
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Figure 1: Photos of subprojects under construction (July-December 2021) 

Prey Tahou-Trapeang Russey DBST subproject, KPT province 

  

  
Tuol Kruel road subproject ,KPT province 

  

Chamna Leu-Rong Roeung-Preah Damrei DBST subproject, KPT province 

  

Moha Leap-Pongro DBST subproject, KPC province 
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Sampong Chey-Sdeung Chey-Pring Chrum SBST subproject, KPC province 

  

Lvea laterite road subproject, BTB province 
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Anlong Run-Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation subproject, BTB province 

  

  

Prey Tralach-Basak-Praek Chik DBST subproject, BTB  
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Tuek Chrov-Chong Cheach, TKM province 

  

  

Sena Reach Odom DBST road, PVG province 
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Table 3: Snapshot of subprojects under construction and warranty periods (July - December 2021) 

Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
Core Batch: 

02 
subprojects 

Chbar Ampov road subproject (RR001) 

Construction of concrete road with 
a length of 1,372 meters in Chbar 
Ampov commune of KPC 
province. 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was prepared and disclosed in 2018  

Current progress: 
100% since 2018 

Civil work completed in 2018 

Lvea canal subproject (IR002) 

Rehabilitation of canal with a 
length of 5,094 meters in Lvea 
commune of PVG province 

IP:C 
IR:B 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was prepared and disclosed in June 
2019  

Current progress: 
100% since 2019 

Civil work completed in 2019 

Batch 1a: 
Priority 

subprojects 
(7) 

  

Kakoh canal rehabilitation subproject (IR003) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 2,900 m in Kakoh 
commune of BTB province. 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was prepared and disclosed in June 
2020  

Current progress: 
80%  

Long delays have been experienced due 
to flooding and also as a result of the 
requests from the community for the use 
of the canal to supply water for their rice 
crops. It will be completed in February 
2022   

Batch 1b: 
16 

subprojects 

Basak & Prek Chik canal rehabilitation subproject (IR012) 

Rehabilitation of some sections of 
canals on the existing secondary 
canal with length of 9,000 meters 
in Basa & -Praek Chik communes 
of BTB province. 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2020. 
Supplementary SS DDR prepared for flood 
repairs and disclosed in May 2021.  

Current progress: 
100% 

Civil works (including flood damage 
repairs) was complete in July 2021 and 
still under warranty period.  

Sandan & Dangkambet laterite road subproject (RR017) 

Repairing of some sections of 
laterite road on the existing road 
in Sandan & Dangkambet 
communes of KPT province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2020.  

Construction 
completed 

Civil work completed in September 2021 
(aside from flood damage repairs) and still 
under warranty period.  

Chi Meas (Msar Kraing-Kampong Chin Chueng) SBST road subproject (RR019) 

Repairing of some sections of 
SBST road on the existing road in 
Msar Krang-Kampong Chen 
Cheung communes of KPT 
province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2020.  
Supplementary SSDDR for flood damage repairs 
was disclosed in May 2021.  

Construction 
completed. 
Flood repairs not 
commenced.   

Civil work (aside from flood damage 
repairs) completed in February 2022 and 
still under warranty period. 

Bos Sbov DBST road subproject (RR013) 

Repairing of some sections of 
DBST road on the existing road in 
Bos Sbov commune of BMC 
province.  

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2020. 
Supplementary SS DDR prepared for flood 
damage repairs and disclosed in May 2021 

Current progress: 
100% 

Civil work (aside from flood damage 
repair) completed in October 2021 and still 
under warranty period.  
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

Kouk Romiet laterite road subproject (IR004) 

Rehabilitation of sections of 
laterite road on existing road in 
Kouk Romiet commune of BMC 
province. 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was prepared and disclosed in June 
2020. Additional SS DDR prepared for flood 
repairs disclosed in May 2021. 

Current progress: 
100% 

Civil work (including flood damage repairs) 
was completed in July 2021 and still under 
warranty period.  

Batch 2: 28 
subprojects  

Phnom Dei canal rehabilitation subproject (IR026) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 2,899 m on the 
existing canal in Phnom Dei 
commune of BMC province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required 
SS DDR is in final stages of revision prior to 
disclosure. 

Revision of  
SS DDR 

Contract award is pending the approval 
and disclosure of the SS DDR together 
with the ESME certification (SSDDR under 
revision) 

Prasat SBST road subproject (RR028) 

Upgrading of SBST road with a 
length of 5,000 m on the existing 
laterite road in Prasat commune 
of BMC province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required 
SS DDR was disclosed on 29 December 2021.  

Contract 
awarded 

Contract was awarded on 29 December 
2021. 

Anlongrun & Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation subproject (IR038) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 14,300 m in 
Anlongrun & Rong Chrey 
communes of BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in October 2021. 

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded on 6 December 
2021 and civil work progress is 5 percent.  

Lvea laterite road rehabilitation subproject (RR042) 

Construction of laterite road with 
a length is 5,158 m on the 
existing laterite road in Lvea 
commune of BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was disclosed in September 2021.   

Under 
construction  

Contract was awarded in September 2021 
and civil work progress is 30 percent.   

Boeung Pram laterite road rehabilitation subproject (RR043) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road with 
a length of 4,716 m on the 
existing laterite road in Boeung 
Pram commune of BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was prepared but due to requirement 
for additional arable land it was rejected.   

- Cancelled 

Kakoh- & Taloas canal rehabilitation subproject (IR046) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 7,946 m in Kakoh 
& Taloas communes om BTB 
province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required 
SS DDR is in final stages of revision prior to 
disclosure.  

SSDDR under 
final revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification 
(SSDDR under revision) 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

Prey Touch canal rehabilitation subproject (IR047) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 4,672 m in Prey 
Touch commune of BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required 
SS DDR was disclosed in December 2021 

Under 
construction 

Civil work has commenced and physical 
progress is 2 percent. (SSDDR disclosed 
in December 2021) 

Mukh Rea canal rehabilitation subproject (IR049) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
with a length of 5,768 m in Mukh 
Rea commune of BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was prepared but due to requirement 
for additional arable land it was rejected.   

- Cancelled 

Prey Tralach, Praek Chik & Basak DBST road subproject (RR050) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 6,600 m in Prey Tralach-
Praek Chik-Basak communes of 
BTB province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in June 2021. 

Under 
construction  

Contract was awarded in July 2021 and 
current progress of civil work is 75 
percent.  

Char Chhouk concrete road subproject (RR051) 

Construction of concrete road 
with a length of 1,090 m in Char 
Chhouk commune of SRP 
province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in August 2021.   

Contract 
awarded 

Contract was awarded in August 2021 but 
construction has not yet commenced.  

Snuol laterite road subproject (RR055) 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite 
road with a length of 8,693 m in 
Snuol commune of SRP province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is in final stages of revision prior to 
disclosure. 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
disclosure of the SS DDR together with 
the ESME certification. SSDDR is under 
revision. 

Chroy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation subproject (IR059) 

Rehabilitation of canal with a 
length of 6,165 m in Chroy Neang 
Nguon commune of SRP province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR is final stages of revision prior to 
disclosure. 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
disclosure of the SS DDR together with 
the ESME certification. SSDDR is under 
revision. 

Tram Sasar & Sensokh laterite road subproject (RR060) 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite 
road with a length of 9,113 m in 
Tram Sasar & Sensokh 
communes of SRP province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR is final stages of revision prior to 
disclosure. 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

Svay Leu reinforced concrete road subproject (RR061) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road with a length of 
1,100 m in Svay Leu commune of 
SRP province 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in August 2021  

Under 
construction 

Contract awarded in August 2921 and civil 
work progress is 90 percent and only 
grass planting remains to be done. 

Boeung Mealea & Svay Leu laterite road subproject (RR062) 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite 
road with a length of 8,994 m in 
Boeung Mealea & Svay Leu 
communes of SRP province. 

IP:C       
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under final revision.  

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision. 

Prey Tahou & Trapeang Russei DBST road subproject (RR067) 

Upgrading of DBST road with a 
length of 4,670 m in Prey Tahou 
& Trapeang Russei communes of 
KPT province. 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2021.  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in July 2021 and 
civil work progress is 60 percent. 

Damrei Choan Khlar & Srayov DBST road subproject (RR068) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 4,098 m in Damrei 
Choan Khlar & Srayov communes 
of KPT province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SSDDR is under final revision.  

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision 

Tuol Kreul laterite road rehabilitation subproject (RR071) 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite 
road with a length of 1,850 m in 
Tuol Kreul commune of KPT 
province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in July 2021  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in July 2021 and 
civil work progress is 54 percent. 

Mean Rith & Cheu Teal DBST road subproject (RR073) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 13,655 m in Mean Rith-
Cheu Teal communes of KPT 
province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required, 
SS DDR under revision. 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision 

Chamna Kroam & Banteay Stoung SBST road subproject (RR076) 

Construction of SBST road with a 
length of 6,130 m in Chamna 
Kroam-Banteay Stoung 
communes of KPT province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR submitted to ADB on 27 December 
2021. 

SSDDR is 
pending 
disclosure 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
disclosure of the SS DDR together with 
the ESME certification. SSDDR disclosed 
in December 2021. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

Chamna Leu, Rong Roeung & Preah Damrei DBST road subproject (RR077) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 6,065 m in Chamna Leu, 
Rong Roeung & Preah Damrei 
communes of KPT province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR was disclosed in October 2021. 

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in October 2021 
and construction progress is five percent. 
SSDDR disclosed in October 2021. 

Sampong Chey, Sdoeung Chey& Pring Chrum SBST road subproject (RR081) 

Construction of SBST road with a 
length of 6,500 m in Sampong 
Chey, Sdoeung Chey & Pring 
Chrum communes of KPC 
province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in June 2021. 

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in June 21 and civil 
work progress is 37 percent.  

Sampong Chey canal rehabilitation subproject (IR082) 

Rehabilitation of canal with a 
length of 1,550 m in Sampong 
Chey commune of KPC province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under final revision 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision. 

Moha Leaph & Pongro DBST road subproject (RR087) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 2,697 m in Moha Leaph-
Pongro communes of KPC 
province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in November 2021  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in November 2021 
and no civil work progress reported yet.  

Praek Tanong concrete road subproject (RR088) 

Construction of concrete road 
with a length of 1,230 m in Praek 
Tanong commune of KPC 
province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under revision. 

SSDDR under 
revision 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
SSDDR is under revision 

Tuek Chrov & Chong Cheacj Reinforced Concrete road subproject (RR093) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 2,733 m in Tuek Chrov 
commune of TKM province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in August 2021  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in August 2021 and 
no civil work progress is 31 percent. 

Praeh Sdach & Banteay Chakrey DBST road subproject (RR103) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 3,050 m in Praeh Sdach 
& Banteay Chakrey communes of 
PVG province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in October 2021.  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in December 2021  
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

Senareach Odom SBST road subproject (RR104) 

Upgrading of SBST road with a 
length of 5,000 m on the existing 
laterite road in Senareach Odom 
commune of PVG province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in September 2021.  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in September 2021 
and civil work progress is 10 percent.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3a:  
33 sub-
projects 
(national 
bidding) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuek Chour canal rehabilitation subproject (IR29) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
in Yuek Chor commune, Preah 
Netr Preach district, BMC 
province.  

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under preparation. 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Tean Kam DBST road subproject (RR30) 

Construction of DBST road of 
length 2,300 meters in Tean Kam 
commune, Preah Netr Preah 
district, BMC province 

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under preparation. 

SSDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Phniet canal rehabilitation subproject (IR31) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
in Phniet commune, Serey 
Sophon district, BMC province   

IP:C            
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under Preparation. 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Tuek Thla concrete road subproject (RR33) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road with a length of 854 
meters in Sangkat Tuek Thla, 
Krong Serei Sophorn of BMC 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed November 2021.  

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in November 2021 
but no civil work progress has been 
reported.   

Ta Meun canal rehabilitation subproject (IR36) 

Rehabilitation of canal subproject 
with a length of 2,500 meters in 
Ta Meun commune, Thma Koul 
district of BTB province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 28 December 2021. 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization  

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Ou Ta Ki canal rehabilitation subproject (IR37) 

Rehabilitation of canal subproject 
with a length of 3,299 meters in 
Ou Taki commune, Thma Kuol 
district of BTB province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR submitted on 5 December but not yet 
disclosed. 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization  

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3a:  
33 sub-
projects 
(national 
bidding) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Boeung Pring canal rehabilitation subproject (IR039) 

Rehabilitation of canal subproject 
with a length of 2,795 meters in 
Boeung Pring commune, Thma 
Koul district of BTB province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 29 December 2021.  

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization  

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Chrov Sdao canal rehabilitation subproject (IR40) 

Rehabilitation os secondary canal 
with length of 3,220 meters in 
Chrov Sdao commune, Thma 
Kuol district, BTB province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR is under Preparation. 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Tapoung canal rehabilitation subproject (IR41) 

Rehabilitation of canal subproject 
with a length of 4,500 meters in 
Ta Puong commune, Thma Koul 
district of BTB province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 26 December 2021. 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization  

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Russei Krang laterite road subproject (RR45) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Russei Krang commune, Muong 
Russei district, BTB province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Prey Svay DBST road subproject (RR48) 

Rehabilitation of rural road 
subproject with a length of 2,185 
meters in Prey Svay commune of 
Moung Russey district of 
Battambang province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 14 November 2021 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Khun Ream & Khmar Sanday SBST road subproject (RR53) 

Construction of SBST road with 
length of 1,674 meters in Khum 
Ream & Khmar Sanday 
communes, Banteay Srey district, 
SRP province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Chanleasday laterite road restoration subproject (RR54) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road 
subproject with length of 4,325 
meters in Chanleasday 
commune,  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 14 November 2021 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to is pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3a:  
33 sub-
projects 
(national 
bidding) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tar An concrete road subproject (RR56) 

Rehabilitation of concrete road 
with length of 2,143 meters in Tar 
An commune, Kralanh district, 
SRP province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Popel DBST road subproject (RR58) 

Construction of DBST road with 
length of 2,378 meters in Popel 
commune, Soutr Nikum district, 
SRP province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Samroang laterite road subproject (RR63) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road with 
length of 4,395 meters in 
Samroang commune, Soutr 
Nikum district, SRP province  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Ta Yaek laterite road subproject (RR110) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road 
subproject in Ta Yaek commune, 
Soutr Nikum district, SRP 
province  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Pongro canal rehabilitation subproject (IR64) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
in Pongro commune, Taing Kouk 
district, KPT province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Chraneang reinforced concrete road subproject (RR65) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road in Chraneang 
commune, Taing Kouk district, 
KPT province  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Cheung Deung & Korky Thom DBST road rehabilitation subproject (RR066) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 5,000 meters in Cheung 
Deung-Korky Thom communes, 
Baray district of Kampong Thom 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3a:  
33 sub-
projects 
(national 
bidding) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Achar Leak DBST road rehabilitation subproject (RR069) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 2,238 meters in Sangkat 
Achar Leak, Krong Steung Sen  
of Kampong Thom province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed in November 2021. 

Under 
construction 

Contract was awarded in December 2021 
and but no civil work progress has been 
reported.  

Ngan laterite road subproject (RR72) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Ngan commune, Sandan district, 
KPT province.  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Samprouch reinforced concrete road subproject (RR78) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road in Samprouch 
commune, Stoung district, KPT 
province.   

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Pdao Chum DBST road rehabilitation subproject (RR083) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 1.006 meters in Pdao 
Chum commune, Cheung Prey 
district of Kampong Cham 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Kang Ta Noeng DBST road subproject (RR85) 

Constructio of DBST road in Kang 
Ta Noeng commune, Kang Meas 
district, KPC province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Areaks Tnaut SBST road subproject (RR91) 

Construction of SBST road in 
Areaks Tnaut commune, Steung 
Trang district, KPC province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Preah Andoung reinforced concrete road subproject (RR92) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road in Preah Andoung 
commune, Steung Trang district, 
KPC province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3a:  
33 sub-
projects 
(national 
bidding) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seda laterite road subproject (RR94) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Seda commune, Dambae district, 
KPC province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Kraek concrete road subproject (RR98) 

Construction of concrete road in 
Kraek commune, Ponhea Kraek 
district, TKM province.   

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Popel DBST road subproject (RR100) 

Construction of DBST road in 
Popel commune, Ponhea Kraek 
district, TKM province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Pnov Ti Pir laterite road subproject (RR105) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Pnov Ti Pir commune, Sithor 
Kandal district, PVG province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Poti & Russei Sanh laterite road subproject (RR106) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Poti & Russei Sanh commune, 
Sithor Kandal district, PVG 
province.  

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Tuol Skea canal rehabilitation subproject (IR107) 

Rehabilitation of secondary canal 
in Be Mon commune, Svay Antor 
district, PVG province.   

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under preparation . 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kumru laterite road subproject (RR035) 

Rehabilitation of rural road 
subproject with a length of 1,689 
meters in Kumru commune, Thma 
Puok district of BMC province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed on 27 December 2021. 

Awaiting 
contract award 
in December 
2021 

Bidding has been completed and the 
contract will be  awarded soon after the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification in 
December 2021. 
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Loan Key project characteristics Categorization R and IPP requirements Current status Remarks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3b:  
9 sub-

projects  
(provincial 

bidding) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Batch 3b:  
9 sub-

projects  
(provincial 

bidding) 

Kbal Mous reservoir rehabilitation subproject (IR44) 

Rehabilitation of dam (reservoir) 
subproject with a length of 1,334 
meters in Kbal Mous commune of 
Moung Russey district of BTB 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required.  
SS DDR submitted on 20 December 2021 

Awaiting SSDR 
disclosure 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Ta Soam laterite road rehabilitation subproject RR052) 

Rehabilitation of rural road 
subproject with a length of 1,254 
meters in Ta Saom commune of 
Angkor Chum district of SRP 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 20 December 2021. 

Awaiting SSDR 
disclosure 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Chan Sar latertie road rehabilitation subproject RR057) 

Rehabilitation of rural road 
subproject with a length of 2,483 
meters in Chan Sar commune of 
Sotr Nikum district of SRP 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed by ADB on 8 December 
2021 

Awaiting contract 
award  

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Kampong Svay laterite road rehabilitation subproject (RR070) 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 2,630 meters in 
Kampong Svay commune, 
Kampong Svay district of KPT 
province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was disclosed on 2 December 2021  

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Tang Krang reinforced concrete road rehabilitation subproject (RR080) 

Construction of reinforced 
concrete road with a length of 500 
meters in Tang Krang commune, 
Batheay district of KPC province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required 
SS DDR under final revision. 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Roka Ar natural gravel road rehabilitation subproject (RR084) 

Construction of natural gravel 
road with a length of 2,255 meters 
in Roka Ar commune, Kang Meas 
district of KPC province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under final revision. 

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 

Trea laterite road subproject (RR96) 

Rehabilitation of laterite road in 
Trea commune, Krouch Chhmar 
district, TKM province. 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR under final revision. 

SSDR under 
preparation 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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Prey Khla canal rehabilitation subproject (IR108) 

Rehabilitation of canal subproject 
with a length of 2,292 meters in 
Prey Khla commune, Svay Antor 
district of Prey Veng province 

IP:C 
IR:C 

RP and IPP were not required. 
SS DDR was submitted on 20 November but not 
yet disclosed.  

SSDDR under 
revision and 
finalization 

Bidding has been completed but contract 
is not awarded due to  pending the 
approval and disclosure of the SS DDR 
together with the ESME certification. 
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3.3. Implementation arrangements for safeguards 

28. The main objective of the SS DDRs is to ensure that as a result of the subproject intervention, there are 
no adverse negative impacts (i) from involuntary resettlement involving private land or other privately owned 
assets; of (ii) on IPs livelihoods and their culture. Under the TSSD-AF, an implementation organizational 
structure has been established that identifies the DSC team as being responsible for the supervision and 
implementation of the social safeguard provisions and the ESME for the validation of the SS DDR before the 
submission to ADB for disclosure. The main responsibilities for these tasks are shared by DSC team including 
the Site Supervision Engineers assisted by the Provincial Project Management Advisers (PPMAs), and with 
assistance from NCDDS and the SSSs under both NCDDS and the PIC team. Regular supervisory visits and 
follow-up activities are made at each site in order to monitor the progress of the subprojects. The following 
diagram shows the institutional arrangement in terms of Social Safeguards status. 

Figure 2: Project management organization for social safeguards       
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Table 4: Name and persons responsible for safeguards 

 

Sources: Project Social Safeguards Arrangement, 2021  

3.4 Incorporation of safeguard requirements into contract documents 

29. All of these subprojects will provide benefits to the subproject beneficiaries including the provision of 
more water for their rice farming and improved access from the field to village, commune and district centers 
and national roads and from the village to school, to market and to health services. However, there has been 
no requirement to prepare a separate resettlement plan (RP) and Indigenous Peoples Plan (IPP) for any of 
the subprojects. The SS DDR reports are included as supporting documents to all of the contracts awarded. 

4. INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

30. All road and canal subprojects in Batch 1 and 2, as well as those in Batch 3 that have completed the 
SSDR preparation, have been found to have no involuntary resettlement impact (there are no vulnerable 
households impacted and the allowances that will be provided to all AHs are in compliance with the updated 
TSSD-AF RF). All of these subprojects are or will be constructed within the official or accepted RoW which is 
either public land or communal property. The AHs have been using some small land areas alongside the roads 
and canals for rice and crop production inside the official or accepted RoW. In the case of each subproject 
located within any areas where there are not yet registered and titled, the commune have requested and the 
district office of Land Management, Urbanization, Construction and Cadastral have confirmed the accepted 
RoW, and this accepted RoW will be strictly followed during all future land registration. All of the AHs have 
agreed to relinquish the small land areas that they are using and to the loss of some trees, fencing and other 
structures which may be removed during the construction, and all of these losses have been reflected in the 
allowances that have been determined and agreed to for each of the AHs. The SS DDR also included the 
setting of an official cut-off date for each proposed subproject and the commune authorities committed to 
ensuring that the villagers did not engage in any new crop production activities within the required additional 
land prior to the commencement of the civil work. 

1.1 Mr. VINN Bunna SSP9 Team Leader 012 410 961

1.2 Mr. Khy Ann SSP9 Deputy Team Leader 012 431 785

1.3 Ms. Kann Sotheavy Social Safeguards Specialist 012 844 398

1.4 ESME teams at provincial level

2.1 Dr. BOUY Kimsreang Social Safeguards Specialist 017 618 866

2.2 Dr. KHIENG Sochivy Social Safeguards Specialist 012 828 005

2.3 Mr. KHIM Phearum Social Safeguards Specialist 017 554 336

2.4 Mr. TUY Poeuv Junior Social Safeguards Specialist 012 930 048

3.1 Mr. SO Saran Engineering Team Leader 012 381 960

3.2 Mr. KOAM Sothun Engineer 017 596 967

3.3 Survey teams at provincial level

4.1 Mr. PORCH Sovann PPMA Battambang 012 941 988

4.2 Ms. NUT Samean PPMA Banteay Meanchey 089 782 887

4.3 Mr. SOK Noeun PPMA Kampong Cham 012 692 219

4.4 Mr. MUONG Samoeun PPMA Kampong Thom 012 659 543

4.5 Mr. NGETH Sotheara PPMA Prey Veng 012 931 941

4.6 Mr. KEAN Chamnan PPMA Siem 

No. Name Position Contact number

I External Safeguards Monitoring Entity (ESME)/SSP9 and NCDDS

II PIC and NCDDS

III Engineering and survey teams (SSP6) and NCDDS

IV Project Provincial Management Advisors (PPMAs)

Reap 012 933 447

4.7 Mr. Leng Nath PPMA Thboung Khmum 012 501 910
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Table 5: Summary of Compliance with resettlement requirements (ADB) 

 

Compliance with RP Requirements Compliance status Yes/No/Partial 

Comment or 
Reasons for 

Compliance, Partial 
Compliance/Non- 

Compliance 

Issues for 
Further Action 

Based on the land acquisition and 
screening checklists that have been 
completed all of the subprojects comprise 
either improvement or rehabilitation of 
existing roads or canals that are within 
public land that is the official or accepted 
RoW which has been requested by the 
commune councils and confirmed or 
identified by the district office of land 
management, urbanization, construction 
and land-use. 

FULLY COMPLIED 
The screening checklist have been 
completed and no involuntary 
settlement was identified. All 
subprojects are classified in the 
category C for IR and IP. 

- - 

Although, there are no involuntary 
resettlement requirements and no 
resettlement plans are required for these 
subprojects, there is a need for the 
removal of some trees, fencing, other 
structures and the loss of some crop 
production within the accepted or official 
RoW. The TSSD-RF requires the 
payment of allowances to any vulnerable 
households equal to two months of their 
income, but there were no vulnerable 
households found to be impacted by 
these subprojects. Allowances for the loss 
suffered by other AHs were calculated 
based on the areas of land relinquished 
or land/trees lost and included in the 
Inventory of Loss (IOL) in the SS DDR. In 
addition, the SS DDRs for all subprojects 
are checked and verified by the ESME to 
confirm that satisfactory consultation 
processes have been followed, the 
certificates of land/asset transfer and 
contract of responsibilities in case of 
temporary loss of any assets for all AHs 
are correct, the allowances have been 
accurately recorded in the IOL and there 
has been no coercion of the AHs in 
compliance with ADB requirements. 

FULLY COMPLIED 
Although there is some loss of land 
used for rice and crop production, as 
well as some trees, fencings and 
other structures there is no impact on 
any vulnerable households. All of the 
AHs have agreed to the loss of the 
land, trees and fences or any 
structures resulting from the proposed 
civil works. The social safeguard due 
diligence process included the 
conduct of two public consultation 
meetings and number of field visits 
including a demarcation of the 
proposed civil works and the 
preparation of the CLTFs identifying 
the land to be relinquished and the 
trees/fences that will be removed. 
This is documented in the IOL and 
verified by the ESME team. The SS 
DDRs have been submitted to ADB 
for review and after approval for 
disclosure on the ADB website.     

Assets within the 
CoI, which is the 
small land area on 
each side of the 
construction that is 
reserved for the 
movement of 
construction 
equipment, are 
clearly identified for 
either temporary 
(contractor’s 
responsibilities) or 
permanent loss 
(relinquishment or 
donation to the 
subproject) 

Contract of 
responsibilities 
needs to be 
included in SS 
DDRs. 
Any plot of land 
that has been 
titled is required 
to described for 
each plot that 
will be used.  
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Table 6: Issues for Further Action 

Issues Required Action 
Responsibility and 

Timing 
Resolution 

 Issues from previous reports 

The CLTFs, as well as public 
consultation meeting and GRM 
have been completed by the DSC 
team. However, in order to comply 
with the TSSD-AF RF and ADB 
requirements, the ESME is 
required to verify also all of the 
information to ensure that they are 
fully compliant and that AHs will 
get the allowances paid by the 
project based on the confirmed 
IOL. 

The CTLFs including the 
calculation of the land or 
other assets lost by 
farmers and the 
consultation meeting 
process must be checked 
and verified by the ESME 
and the allowances for 
the AHs must be paid 
when the contracts are 
awarded.  

DSC and ESME (with 
immediate effect).  

The technical capacity of the 
ESME team has been 
augmented to ensure that 
they are able to provide the 
required certifications of an 
acceptable quality. 
However, no allowances 
have been paid to any AHs, 
since they have all agreed 
voluntarily to relinquish the 
assets without 
compensation.  
The AHs have been able to 
benefit from other project 
activities that include 
membership of the LIGs and 
participation in technical 
trainings. 

The ESME have not conducted 
consultation meetings at each site 
and have not verified the CLTFs 
rigorously and have yet to submit 
acceptable Certificates of Validity 
of any subprojects.  

Review of the capacity 
improvement of ESME 
team is required to 
determine their ability to 
fulfil their responsibilities. 

ESME with support from 
PIC and NCDDS team. 

The PIC have provided 
capacity building and 
mentoring with further 
support from the ADB social 
safeguard specialists. 

New Issues from current report 

Limited capacity from SSP6 on 
using digital technology such as 
drone.  

Mobilize additional 
technical expertise on the 
use of the drone and the 
interpretation of the data 
generated.  

NCDDS 
NCDDS are in the process 
of recruiting additional 
technical expertise. 

Common understanding on 
preparation of SDDRs from 
among PPMAs 

Refresher training for the 
PPMAs to reinforce their 
understanding of the data 
required for the SSDRs 
and their own roles and 
responsibilities.  

NCDDS 
Additional capacity building 
training is to be provide 
during Q1 2022.  

Insufficient human resources with 
SSP6 especially for social 
safeguards. For this reason, the 
preparation of SSDDRs continues 
to be very slow and the bidding 
process has again been 
completed before the finalization 
of the SS DDRs and necessitated 
a further round of extension of bid 
validities.  

More human resources 
are required to enable the 
completion of the SS 
DDRs faster and to 
achieve disclosure before 
the commencement of 
the bidding.  

NCDDS 

More human resources in 
social safeguards under 
NCDDS are required as well 
as strengthening of the 
capacity of the DSC team if 
the SSDDRs for all 
remaining subprojects are to 
be completed by the end of 
2022. Furthermore, for the 
next batches of the 
subprojects within 2022, the 
bidding process should not 
be  done before the 
finalization and approval of 
SSDDRs/RPs.  

Limited capacity of contractor on 
common understanding on CEMP 
and social safeguards 

Orientation training for all 
contractors must be 
provided when contracts 
are awarded to ensure 
that they understand their 
full responsibilities under 

NCDDS and DSC 

DSC team will ensure that 
all contractors are properly 
briefed on their 
responsibilities prior to 
mobilization. Contractors 
have to comply with all 
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the contract that they are 
signing and payments 
withheld for non-
compliance.  

conditions/requirement of 
safeguards.  

 

5. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IMPACT MONITORING 

31. For all of the SSDDRs for 26 subprojects under Batch 2 as well as 17 of 42 subprojects under Batch 3 
that have been completed the SS DDRs there were found to be no IPs residing within the subproject areas 
and this was confirmed during the public consultation meetings as well as a number of field visits and 
documented in the minutes of all of these meetings and recorded in the SS DDRs. Thus, there has been no 
requirement for Indigenous Peoples Plans (IPPs) to be prepared for any of the subprojects. Furthermore, there 
were no issues identified in the previous SMR nor in the report relating to IPs. 

Table 7: Summary of Compliance with IP Requirements 

IP Requirements 
Compliance status 
(Yes/Partial/Non) 

Comment or Reasons for 
Full/Partial/Non-

Compliance 
Issues for Further Action 

None (there is no need of any 
IP requirement for all 
subprojects) 

Yes Yes Yes 

 
Table 8: Issues for Further Action 

Issues Required Action Responsibility and Timing Resolution 

Issues from previous reports 

None - - - 

New Issues from current report 

None - - - 

 
6. PUBLIC CONSULTATION, INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 

32. For each subproject there are two public consultation meetings conducted in each target communes as 
well as from one to two joint field visits between NCDDS, ESME, PIC, SSP6 and PSTs to recheck and verify 
the resettlement issues at the subproject site and further to demarcate the scope of the civil works and to 
ensure that all AHs are fully aware of the extent of the CoI. These meetings are attended by the commune 
authorities, local residents including and many as possible of the AHs, together with households who have 
assets with the CoI, and including PPMAs as well as the DSC, ESME and other field staff. During the 2nd 
public consultation meetings, the detailed technical designs are presented and there is a discussion of the 
need for additional land areas and an indication of the accepted or official RoW is provided to the commune 
authorities, which is subsequently confirmed and officially certified by either the provincial department of Land 
Management, Urbanization, Construction and Planning or the district office of Land Management, 
Urbanization, Construction and Cadastral. The public consultation meetings together with the field verifications 
are fully documented in the SS DDR together with minutes, photographs of the meetings and demarcation, 
and attendance lists signed by all participants. During the reporting period, there were 46 public consultation 
meetings conducted for 27 subprojects with a total of 1,185 participants (including 352 female - 30%), while 
there were also 98 field verification conducted for 51 subprojects with a total of 2,393 participants (including 
750 women - 31%).7 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7 See Annex 7 for example of the minutes of public consultation meetings and the attendance lists.  
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Table 9: Summary of public consultation meetings (July-December 2021) 

 
 

Sources: DSC report and PPMAs (Q3 and Q4 2021) 

 
 

1.1 Anlongrun-Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation 44 6 50 07.16.2021 31 9 40 07.16.2021

1.2 Prey Touch canal rehabilitation 31 7 38 07.15.2021 32 10 42 07.15.2021

1.3 Kakoh-Taloas canal rehabilitation 22 6 28 09.09.2021 47 23 70 09.10.2021

1.4 Prey Svay DBST road upgrading 60 7 67 09.27.2021 43 13 56 09.27.2021

1.5 Ou Taki canal rehabilitation 31 4 35 09.28.2021 25 4 29 09.29.2021

1.6 Tameun canal rehabilitation 17 3 20 09.29.2021

2.1 `Phnom Dei-Spean Sreng canal rehabilitation 15 4 19 08.18.2021 15 20 35 09.16.2021

2.2 Tuek Thla concrete road upgrading 19 32 51 09.23.2021

3.1 Boeung Mealea-Svay Leu laterite road rehabilitation 23 4 27 08.06.2021 23 14 37 09.01.2021

3.2 Chroy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation 26 11 37 08.03.2021 23 11 34 08.04.2021

3.3 Ta Soam laterite road rehabilitation 13 5 18 08.24.2021

3.4 Chan Sar laterite road rehabilitation 13 2 15 08.26.2021 23 14 37 08.27.20021

4.1 Damrei Choan Khla-Srayov DBST road upgrading 15 6 21 07.12.2021 22 12 34 07.13.2021

4.2 Chamna Leu-Rong Roeung-Preah Damrey DBST road upgrading 19 4 23 07.14.2021 28 21

No. Subproject Name
First Consultation Meeting Second Consultation Meeting

Male Female Total Date Male Female Total Date

I Battambang prov ince

II Banteay  Meanchey  prov ince

III Siem Reap prov ince

IV Kampong Thom prov ince

V Kampong Cham prov ince

Total 576 190 766 257 162 419

Remarks 

49 07.14.2021

4.3 Mean Rith-Cheu Teal-Kleng DBST and laterite road upgrading 27 8 35 08.02.2021 38 11 49 08.03.2021

4.4 Chamna Kroam-Banteay Stoung SBST road upgrading 12 4 16 08.04.2021 30 22 52 09.16.2021

4.5 Achar Leak DBST road upgrading 19 6 25 09.21.2021

4.6 Kampong Svay laterite road rehabilitation 35 6 41 09.22.2021

4.7 Samprouch reinforced concrete road 18 6 24 09.27.2021

4.8 Cheung Deung-Korki Thom DBST road upgrading 22 6 28 09.23.2021

4.9 Chraneang reinforced concrete road upgrading 14 8 22 09.24.2021

5.1 Praek Ta Nong reinforced concrete road upgrading 3 4 7 08.09.2021 2 4 6 08.09.2021

5.2 Moha Leap-Pongro DBST road upgrading 35 29 64 08.05.2021 23 25 48 08.11.2021

5.3 Sampong Chey canal rehabilitation 14 10 24 08.03.2021 7 6 13 08.04.2021

5.4 Areak Thnot reinforced concrete and SBST road upgrading 10 0 10 09.28.2021 10 0 10 08.30.2021

5.5 Pdao Chum DBST road upgrading 11 0 11 08.29.2021 11 0 11 09.20.2021

5.6 Preah Andoung reinforced concrete road upgrading 8 2 10 09.30.2021 2 2 4 09.30.2021
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Table 10: Summary of field verifications (July-December 2021) cont., 

 
Sources: DSC report and PPMAs (Q3 and Q4, 2021) 

1.1 Anlongrun-Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation 44 6 50 07.16.2021 31 9 40 07.16.2021

1.2 Prey Touch canal rehabilitation 31 7 38 07.15.2021 32 10 42 07.15.2021

1.3 Kakoh-Taloas canal rehabilitation 22 6 28 09.09.2021 47 23 70 09.10.2021

1.4 Prey Svay DBST road upgrading 60 7 67 09.27.2021 43 13 56 09.27.2021

1.5 Ou Taki canal rehabilitation 31 4 35 09.28.2021 25 4 29 09.29.2021

1.6 Chroy Sdao canal rehabilitation 15 2 17 11.03.2021 40 7 47 11.26.2021

1.7 Ta Poung canal rehabilitation 24 2 26 11.04.2021 76 24 100 11.26.2021

1.8 Mukh Rea canal rehabilitation 26 2 28 11.05.2021 52 8 60 11.25.2021

1.9 Russey Kraing laterite road 25 15 40 12.16.2021 25 31 56 12.17.2021

1.10

1.11

2.1 Phnom Dei-Spean Sreng canal rehabilitation 15 4 19 08.18.2021 15 20 35 09.16.2021

2.2 Tuek Thla concrete road upgrading 19 32 51 09.23.2021 18 27 45 10.13.2021

2.3 Tean Kam DBST road upgrading 12 12 24 10.21.2021 49 38 87 11.02.2021

2.4 Kumru laterite road rehabilitation 10 12 22 11.03.2021 10 12 22 11.03.2021

2.5 Phniet canal rehabilitation 26 6 32 12.13-14.2021

2.6 Tuek Chour canal rehabilitation 22 5 27 11.15.2021

3.1 Boeung Mealea-Svay Leu laterite road rehabilitation 23 4 27 08.06.2021 23 14 37 09.01.2021

3.2 Chroy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation 26 11 37 08.03.2021 23 11 34 08.04.2021

3.3 Ta Soam laterite road rehabilitation 13 5 18 08.24.2021 30 10 40 10.22.2021

3.4 Chan Sar laterite road rehabilitation 13 2 15 08.26.2021 23 14 37 08.27.20021

3.5 Ta Yaek laterite road rehabilitation 26 4 30 11.10.2021 64 28 92 11.11.2021

3.6 Samroang laterite road rehabilitation 22 5 27 11.22.2021 52 44 96 11.23.2021

3.7 Chanleasday laterite road rehabilitation 15 5 20 11.24.2021 38 12 50 11.15.2021

3.8 Popel DBST road upgrading 19 2 21 11.15.2021 28 1 29 11.16.2021

3.9 Ta An SBST road upgrading 14 10 24 11.29.2021 22 28 50 11.30.2021

3.10 Khun Ream-Khnar Sanday DBST road upgrading 7 2 9 11.29.2021 7 6 13 12.01.2021

4.1 Damrei Choan Khla-Srayov DBST road upgrading 15 6 21 07.12.2021 22 12 34 07.13.2021

4.2 Chamna Leu-Rong Roeung-Preah Damrey DBST road upgrading 19 4 23 07.14.2021 28 21 49 07.14.2021

4.3 Mean Rith-Cheu Teal-Kleng DBST and laterite road upgrading 27 8 35 08.02.2021 38 11 49 08.03.2021

4.4 Chamna Kroam-Banteay Stoung SBST road upgrading 12 4 16 08.04.2021 30 22 52 09.16.2021

4.5 Achar Leak DBST road upgrading 19 6 25 09.21.2021

4.6 Kampong Svay laterite road rehabilitation 35 6 41 09.22.2021 23 5 28 11.01.2021

4.7 Samprouch reinforced concrete road 18 6 24 09.27.2021 15 8 23 11.16.2021

4.8 Cheung Deung-Korki Thom DBST road upgrading 22 6 28 09.23.2021

4.9 Chraneang reinforced concrete road upgrading 14 8 22 09.24.2021

5.1 Praek Ta Nong reinforced concrete road upgrading 3 4 7 08.09.2021 2 4 6 08.09.2021

5.2 Moha Leap-Pongro DBST road upgrading 35 29 64 08.05.2021 23 25 48 08.11.2021

5.3 Sampong Chey canal rehabilitation 14 10 24 08.03.2021 7 6 13 08.04.2021

5.4 Areak Thnot reinforced concrete and SBST road upgrading 10 0 10 09.28.2021 10 0 10 08.30.2021

5.5 Pdao Chum DBST road upgrading 11 0 11 08.29.2021 11 0 11 09.20.2021

5.6 Preah Andoung reinforced concrete road upgrading 8 2 10 09.30.2021 2 2 4 09.30.2021

5.7 Tang Kraing reinforced concrete road upgrading 25 4 29 11.10.2021

No. Subproject Name
First verification and assessment Second verification and assessment

Male Female Total Date Male Female Total Date

I Battambang prov ince

II Banteay  Meanchey prov ince

III Siem Reap prov ince

IV Kampong Thom prov ince

V Kampong Cham prov ince

VI Thboung Khmum prov ince

VII Prey Veng prov ince

Total 804 278 1082 839 472 1311

Remarks 

15 5 20 11.10.2021

5.8 Roka Ar natural gravel road upgrading 14 5 19 09.12.2021 23 15 38 09.12.2021

5.9 Kang Tanoeng DBST road upgrading 19 7 26 11.12.2021 19 20 39 12.01.2021

6.1 Kraek reinforced concrete road upgrading 19 3 22 10.22.2021 32 14 46 10.22.2021

6.2 Popel SBST road upgrading 10 3 13 11.16.2021 28 15 43 11.17.2021

6.3 Trea laterite road rehabilitation 15 3 18 12.22.2021 22 9 31 12.24.2021

7.1 Prey Khla canal rehabilitation

7.2 Pou Ti and Russei Sanh DBST road upgrading

7.3 Pnov Tapir laterite road rehabilitation

Moung Kbal Mus Reservoir rehabilitation 18 2 20 10.28.2021 17 11 28 10.28.2021

Tameun Canal rehabilitation subproject 17 3 20 09.29.2021 30 6 36 10.14.2021

9 2 11 10.13.2021 30 5 35 10.14.2021

14 4 18 11.23.2021 40 18 58 11.30.2021

10 1 11 12.06.2021 32 10 42 12.14.2021
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33. Because of the long delay that has occurred from the conduct of the 2nd public consultation meetings to 
the approval of some SS DDRs and the award of the contracts, there is now provision for a further consultation 
meetings to be jointly organized by the NCDDS, ESME, PIC/SSS, DSC and PST/DST team just prior to the 
commencement of the civil work to confirm that there has been no change to the existing road or canal, all of 
information within SSDDRs including the detailed design remains unchanged and the GRM is effective and 
the GRC is unchanged. For each subproject, a Project Information Booklet (PIB) is prepared and copies of 
this are distributed to the participants at the second public consultation meeting, which includes a detailed 
description of the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) and the contact details of all GRC members. 

34. There were further monitoring and follow-up activities (48 times for 16 subprojects) conducted on the 
construction progress of some subprojects during this reporting period, by the NCDDS, PPMA, PST/DST and 
DSC in cooperation with the local authorities in all targeted provinces. The purpose of the field monitoring 
activities was to ensure that the progress of the civil work was in line with the schedule, with safeguards 
compliances in terms of resettlement issues together with complaint mechanism if any and that the contractor 
had strictly followed the technical design. Based upon the outcome of the visits, it was found that in the case 
of all subprojects that were visited the technical specifications had been adhered to, and there has been no 
complaints raised by the AHs at any site. However, the work schedules had been delayed due to the rain and 
flooding that had occurred in some places. The monitoring team advised the contractors to make every effort 
to accelerate the progress of the construction as the rains receded.  

Table 11: Summary of site monitoring visits during the construction 

 

Sources: DSC team30 December 2021 

 

 

 Thma Puok  BMC 28 22 50 07-Sep-21

 Preah Netr Preah  BMC 18 5 23 09-Oct-21

 Ou Chrov  BMC 16 8 24 19-Oct-21 14 6 20 20-Dec-21

09-Dec-21 22-Nov-21 12-Jan-21

4.1 Prey Tahu DBST road Improvement 
Prey Tahu-

Trapeang 

Russey

 Stung Sen  KPT 1 8 1 9 16-Sep-21

4.2 Toul Kreul LR road Improvement Toul Kreul Prasat Balang  KPT 1 9 4 13 19-Aug-21

4.3 Achar Leak DBST road upgrading Achar Leak  Stung Sen  KPT 1 10 1 11 27-Jan-22

 Cheung Prey  KPC 4 25-Aug-21 23-Sep-21 14-Dec-21

Construction of DBST road with a 

length of 2,697 m in Moha Leaph-

Pongro 

Moha Leaph-

Pongro 
 Koah Soutin  KPC 1 14-Dec-21

Tuek Chrov-

Chong Cheach
 Dambae  TKM 4 10 3

No. Subproject Commune  District  Prov ince 

No. of 

monitorin

g

Participants Participants Participants

Male Female Total Date Male Female Total Date Male Female Total Date

Total 48 223 189 422 90 124 214 128 282 250

I Battambang prov ince

II Banteay Meanchey prov ince

III Siem Reap prov ince

IV Kampong Thom prov ince

V Kampong Cham prov ince

VI Thboung Khmum prov ince

VII Prey Veng prov ince

1.1
Anlongrun-Rong Chrey canal 

rehabilitation

Anlongrun-Rong 

Chrey
 Thmakoul  BTB 3 23-Aug-21 16-Aug-21 15-Dec-21

1.2 Prey Touch canal rehabilitation Prey Touch  BTB 2 24-Nov-21 24-Dec-21 28-Dec-21

1.4
Prey Tralarch-Basak-Prek Chik 

DBST road upgrading 

Prey Tralarch-

Basak-Prechik

Basak

 Rukh Kiri  BTB 16 27-Jul-21 29-Jul-21 29-Aug-21

1.5 Lvea Laterite Road Upgrading Lvea  Bovel  BTB 4 04-Dec-21 14-Dec-21 24-Dec-21

2.1 1

2.2 1

2.1 2

3.4

5.1 19 4 23 10 5 15 48 22 70

5.2 13 2 15

6.1 RC Road Construction

7.1

7.2

3 14 17 5 11 16 7 88 15

2 10 12 4 12 16 5 10 15

39 91 130 33 69 102 20 30 50

5 15 30 6 18 24 32 128 80

Kouk Romiet Laterite (4, 100m) road. Kouk Romiet

Bos Sbov DBST (2, 786m) road. Bos Sbov

Samraong SBST (2, 511m) road. Samraong

Construction of reinforced concrete 

road with a length of 1,090 m in Svay 

Leu commune 

 Sampong Chey- Sdaeung Chey-Pring 

Chrum SBST (6,500m) road 

 Sampong 

Chey- Sdaeung 

Chey-Pring 

Chrum

13 06-Sep-21 8 1 9 29-Sep-21 7 1 8 10-Nov-21

SBST Road Construction
Senareach 

Otdom
 Preah Sdach  PVG 1 14 5 19 17-Dec-21

SBST Road Construction Rumlech  Sithor Kandal  PVG 1 15 2 17 12-Oct-21

Svay Leu  Svay Leu  SRP 5 14 2 16 10 2 12 9 3 12
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7. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

7.1 GRM procedures 

35. A subproject grievance is defined as an actual or perceived project-related problem that provides the 
grounds for a complaint by any AH or groups of AH. As a general policy, all of the TSSD-AF subprojects 
work proactively toward preventing grievances through the implementation of subproject and commune 
liaison activities that anticipate and address potential issues before they become grievances. Nevertheless, 
during the construction and operation it is possible that unanticipated impacts may occur. In order to 
address complaints if or when they arise, a project GRM has been developed in accordance with ADB 
requirements and RGC practices. The GRM is a systematic process for receiving, evaluating and addressing 
project-related grievances voiced by AH or group of AHs. Any household affected by the civil works for a 
subproject are able to submit a grievance if they believe the activity is having a detrimental impact on their 
household property or their quality of life. The GRM has been publicized throughout the public consultation 
process and maintained during the operation and maintenance period. The ESME were able to confirm that 
for every subproject site the GRM has been established and the Grievance Redress Committees (GRCs) had 
been formed and the composition of the committees was unchanged and then GRC members have received 
the GRM trainings from the SSS SSP6 and PPMAs. Furthermore, during the site monitoring visits it was also 
confirmed that the GRM and the GRCs were operating effectively. 

36. Within the SS DDRs, the GRM is required to be established to empower the project beneficiaries to 
report their complaints and to seek for redressing. The GRM comprises four levels: (i) the 1st level of the GRM 
is the local authorities (village and commune authorities) and the contractor; (ii) the 2nd level is the district 
authorities (district focal points); (iii) the 3rd level is the PST; and (iv) the last level is the NCDDS/PMU and 
finally the ADB. The structure of GRM is in the figure 5 below. 

37. Any AH or group of AHs can formally lodge a complaint directly to the contractor, during the pre-
construction and construction periods, or the AH can lodge a complaint to the village and commune 
authorities (Stage 1). Within 15 days, the village and commune authorities are required to organize a public 
meeting to resolve the complaint. If the AH or group of AHs is not satisfied with the decision reached by the 
commune office the complaint may be brought to the district office, and the district support team (DST) must 
resolve the complaint within 15 days (Stage 2). If the complaint is not addressed within this period, the AH 
can or group of AHs lodge the complaint to the provincial support team (PST) who must resolve the compliant 
within 30 days (Stage 3). If the complaint could still not be solved within this period, then the AH can lodge 
the complaint to the NCDDS, and the NCDDS must monitor and take action within a certain period of time 
through the identified procedure in order to secure a written confirmation of satisfaction from the AH (Stage 4). 
A GRM logbook is used to record the complaints.8 

38. In addition, the membership of the GRCs and the contact telephone numbers of the members are 
publicized through a signboard at the subproject site and on the commune notice board. A Project Information 
Booklet (PIB) is prepared (in Khmer and English) for distribution to all local stakeholders which is described in 
detail in the GRM procedure. The GRC is responsible for maintaining a record of all grievances that are 
received and documenting the response and resolution with the AHs of other stakeholders.  

 
8 See Annex 8 an example ot the GRM logbook. 
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Figure 4: Grievance Redress Mechanism (for all subprojects) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Sources: SSDDR 
 

39. In case of every subproject the GRM was established by the DSC team and PPMAs and explained to 
the commune authorities and local residents during the public consultation meetings, and this was 
documented in the minutes of the public consultation meetings in Annex 5 and also in section 8 of the SS 
DDRs.  

40. The NCDDS/PMU has nominated the PPMAs with the responsibility for dealing with any complaints 
which might be raised by any AH or group of AHs impacted by the subproject construction and to ensure 
compliance with ADB requirements and the TSSD-AF RF. In order to address the complaints on time, the 
grievance redress mechanism (GRM) has been formulated which is compliant with the ADB requirements. 

41. However, during the report writing, only one of the seven priority canals/roads subprojects under Batch 
1a and four of the 16 canals/roads subprojects under Batch 1b were under construction for flood damage 
repairs (see Table 3). For Batch 2 there were 14 out of the 26 subprojects that had contracts awarded and 
had on-going construction while the remaining subprojects were under the revision and finalization stages of 
the SS DDRs. So far, there have been no complaints whatsoever received through the GRMs for any of the 
subprojects. Furthermore, during the report writing, the SS DDRs for four of 42 subprojects under Batch 3 
were disclosed by ADB by 31st December 2021, nine of 42 subprojects are in the finalization process before 
submission to ADB for approval and disclosure. Aside from this, based on the field verification for each 
subproject done by ESME, it can be seen that the local authorities (village and commune authorities) clearly 
understood the GRM and procedures together with its log-books, while the project beneficiaries confirmed 
that they also knew how to complaints and how to submit their complaints. The GRM and the GRC composition 
were posted at each commune office and each site of subproject since before the subproject commences. 

42. During the period of report writing (July-December 2021), no GRM/GRCs have been created due to all 
GRMs/GRCs for the batches of 28 subprojects and for the batches of 42 subprojects have been established 
since 2019 and 2020 after the subproject has been selected and funded by the TSSD-AF before the 2nd public 
consultation meeting. The main purpose of the establishment of GRM/GRCs is to facilitae or address any 
complaints raised mainly during the subproject construction.    

Table 12: Summary of Compliance with GRM requirements 

 

 

Affected Households 

1. Village level (within 15 days) Grievance 

2. District government level 
(Within 15 days) 

Redressed Not redressed 

3. Provincial government level  
(Within 30 days) 

Not redressed Redressed 

Not 

addres
sed 

Redressed 

4b. Appeal to ADB accountability 
mechanism 

4a. Appeal to judicial level 
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GRM Requirements 
Compliance status 
(Yes/Partial/Non) 

Comment or Reasons for 
Full/Partial/Non 

Compliance 

Issues for Further 
Action 

Assigned National Manager 
and advisors of PMU/PSTs 
are in the GRC.  

FULLY COMPLIED 
GRM is fully functioning and 
the GRCs that have been 
established include the 
NCDDS PM at national level 
and the PST and DST 
representatives at provincial 
and district level.  

No comments - 

 
Meaningful public 
consultation process and 
performance for all 
subprojects have been 
completed. 
 

FULLY COMPLIED 
Public consultations with 
local authorities and the 
subproject beneficiaries 
have been conducted at all 
subproject sites. 

Minutes of all consultation 
meetings with full 
attendance lists and photos 
for all subprojects 

- 

GRMs/GRCs have been 
crated and complaint 
registration forms/logbooks  
are available for approved 
subpojects at commune and 
provincial levels. 

FULLY COMPLIED 
Local authorities and AHs 
understood the GRM and its 
log-book and the complaint 
process and procedures 

GRM and its log-book are 
available at the commune 
level and AHs understood 
the complaint process. 

GRM and its logbook are 
available at the 
commune level to 
address complaints 

All GRC members attended 
the training on GRMs and 
GRC’s roles and 
respeonsibilities,so all GRC 
membes are  able to record 
and address the complaints if 
any 

FULLY COMPLIED 
Local authorities have 
knowledge on addressing 
the complaints 

GRM and its log-book are 
available at the commune 
level and AHs understood. 

GRM and its logbook 
together with complaint 
and recoding forms are 
available at the 
commune level to 
address complaints, so 
GRC can address the 
complaints 

Sources: Field assessment, 2021. 
 

8. ORIENTATION/CAPACITY BUILDING 

43. Orientation workshops on how to use the GRM logbook were provided for DSTs and commune 
authorities and other social safeguards refresher training on the requirement of data to prepare the SS DDRs 
in order to speed up the process of preparation of the documents as well as during the day of commencement 
of civil work. There were 30 trainings or workshops (see Table 12) in total conducted during this reporting 
period with a total of 1,165 participants (342 females - 30%). The output of the orientation workshops was that 
the local authorities and stakeholders understood the GRM, roles and responsibilities of GRCs’ members in 
terms of addressing any complaints if any; on how to use logbook for any complaints raised and then they 
understood the process of recording and addressing the complaints and at the end each training or workshop, 
about 60 percent to 80 percent of participants confrimed that they well understood about it and they can adress 
the complaints if any. Furthermore, during the report, there were two safeguard training clinics: (i) A safeguards 
(Social, Environment and Gender) virtual training was conducted in September by NCDDS project 
management team to the project team including with a total of participants was about 40 ( including 20% 
women); and (ii) following other safeguards clinic training including KOBO collect conducted by NCDDS and 
PIC with a total participants was about 70 (in Kampot province), mainly SSP6, SSP9 and PST and PPMAs.  
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Table 13: Capacity Building on GRM and other safeguard orientation 

 
Sources: PPMA reports. January 2022 

 
9. COMPLIANCE WITH SAFEGUARDS RELATED PROJECT COVENANTS 

44. Based on the TSSD-AF design there are a number of loan covenants relating to social safeguards. The 
status of compliance for each of these covenants is summarized below.  

1.1 Anlongrun-Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation

1.2 Prey Touch canal rehabilitation 

1.5 Prey Tralach-Basak-Praekchik road upgrading

1.6 Lvea laterite road rehabilitation

2.1 `Phnom Dei-Spean Sreng canal rehabilitation 

2.2 Tuek Thla concrete road upgrading Tuek Thla  Serei Saophoan  BMC 13/10/21 28 32 60

3.3 Prasat DBST road upgrading subproject Prasat  Preah Netr Preah  BMC 26/07/21 86 87 173

3.4 Kumru laterite road rehabilitation subproject Kumru  Thma Puok  BMC 3/11/2021 10 12 22

3.5 Tean KamDBST road upgrading subproject Tean Kam  Preah Netr Preah  BMC 2/11/2021 49 38 87

3.1 Boeung Mealea-Svay Leu laterite road 

rehabilitation 3.2 Chroy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation 

3.3 Ta Soam laterite road rehabilitation 

3.4 Chan Sar laterite road rehabilitation 

4.1 Damrei Choan Khla-Srayov DBST road 

upgrading4.2 Chamna Leu-Rong Roeung-Preah Damrey DBST 

road upgrading 4.3 Mean Rith-Cheu Teal-Kleng DBST and laterite 

road upgrading4.4 Chamna 

Anlongrun-Rongchey  Thma Koull  BTB 1/12/2021 17 4

Prey Touch  Moung Russey  BTB 15/12/2021 19 4 23

Prey-Tralach  Rukhkiri  BTB 16/07/2021 17 7 24

Lvea  Bavel  BTB 1/11/2021 24 8 32

Phnom Dei-Spean 

Sreng
 Phnum Srok  BMC 25-26/08/21 45 32 77

Boeung Mealea-Svay 

Leu
 Svayleu  SRP 1/9/2021 23 13 36

Chroy Neang Nguon  Sreysnam  SRP 4/8/2021 23 11 34

Ta Soam  Angkorchum  SRP 22/10/21 13 5 18

Chan Sar  Suthnikom  SRP 27/08/21 33 5 38

Damrey Choan Kla-

Srayov
 Steung Saen  KPT 13/07/21 23 11 34

Chamna Leu-Rong 

Roeung-Preah 
 Stoung  KPT 14/07/21 30 19 49

Mean Rith-Cheu Teal-

Kleng
 Sandan  KPT 3/8/2021 37 10 47

Chamna Kroam-

Banteay Stoung
 Stoung  KPT 4/8/2021 22 13 35

Achar Leak  Steung Saen  KPT 21/09/21 18 7 25

Kampong Svay  Kampong Svay  KPT 22/09/21 32 8 40

Chamna Kroam-

Banteay Stoung
 Stoung  KPT 24/09/21 18 6 24

Cheung

No. Subproject Commune  District  Province Date
Participants

Male Female Total

Total 648 342 1165

I Battambang prov ince

II Banteay Meanchey  prov ince

III Siem Reap prov ince

IV Kampong Thom prov ince

V Kampong Cham prov ince

VI Thboung Khmum prov ince

VII Prey Veng prov ince

Kroam-Banteay Stoung SBST road 

upgrading4.5 Achar Leak DBST road upgrading 

4.6 Kampong Svay laterite road rehabilitation

4.7 Samprouch reinforced concrete road 

4.8 Cheung Deung-Korki Thom DBST road 

upgrading 4.9 Chraneang reinforced concrete road upgrading

5.2 Moha Leap-Pongro DBST road upgrading 

5.5 Sampong Chey-Sdeung Chey-Pring Chrum road

6.1 Kraek reinforced concrete road upgrading

6.2 Popel SBST road upgrading

6.3 Trea laterite road rehabilitation 

7.1 Prey Khla canal rehabilitation

7.2 Pou Ti and Russei Sanh DBST road upgrading

7.3 Pnov Tapir laterite road rehabilitation

 Deung-Korki 

Thom
 Baray  KPT 23/09/21 25 7 32

Chraneang  Tang Kok  KPT 24/09/21 20 9 29

Moha Leap  Kok Sotin  KPC 5/12/2021 22 5 27

Pring Chrum  Cheung Prey  KPC 20/07/2021 19 5 24

Kraek  Ponhea kraek  TKM 3/7/2020 4 1 5

Popel  Ponhea kraek  TKM 07/072020 8 1 9

Trea  kroch chhmar  TKM 1/10/2019 3 4 5

Prey Khla  Svay Antor  PVG 14/10/2021 30 5 35

Pou Ti and Russei 

Sanh
 Sithor Kandal  PVG 30/11/2021 40 18 58

Pnov Tipi  Sithor Kandal  PVg 14/12/2021 32 10 42

8.1 Online orientation on social safeguards Online 9.2021 32 8 40

8.2 Safegaurds and KOBO orientation Krong Kampot  Kampot 27-26/21/21 50 20 70

21

VIII NCDDS (national level)

Total 82 28 110
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Table 14: Compliance with safeguards related project covenants (TSSD-AF) 

No. Schedule Description 
Date 
Due 

Progress 

III. Safeguard covenants 

10 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that all land and all rights-of-way required for the 
Project, each Subproject and all Project facilities are made 
available to the Works contractor in accordance with the 
schedule agreed under the related Works contract and that 
all land acquisition and resettlement activities are 
implemented in compliance with (a) all applicable laws and 
regulations of Borrower relating to land acquisition and 
involuntary resettlement; (b) Involuntary Resettlement 
Safeguards; (c) the RF; and (d) all measures and 
requirements set forth in the respective RP, and any 
corrective or preventative actions set forth in a Safeguards 
Monitoring Report. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
Due diligence for resettlement 
is being conducted for all 
subprojects to ensure that there 
is no involuntary resettlement 
and no adverse impact on the 
people’s quality of life. 

11 5 

Without limiting the application of the Involuntary 
Resettlement Safeguards, the RF or any RP, the Borrower 
shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to ensure that no 
physical or economic displacement takes place in 
connection with the Project or a Subproject until: (a) 
compensation and other entitlements have been provided 
to affected people in accordance with the RP; and (b) a 
comprehensive income and livelihood restoration program 
has been established in accordance with the RP. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Partly complied with. 
Due diligence for resettlement 
is being conducted for all 
subprojects to ensure that there 
is no involuntary resettlement.  
All AHs that are impacted by 
the subproject through the loss 
of assets (land, trees, fences 
and structures) have voluntarily 
agreed to relinquish these 
assets and this has been 
documented in the signed CLTF 
for each AH and summarized in 
the IOL tables in the SS DDRs. 
All AHs have agreed to 
relinquish these assets without 
any allowances/ compensation 
being paid. There are additional 
benefits being provided to the 
AHs through the opportunity to 
join LIGs and participate in 
technical trainings. The ESME 
are certifying the content of SS 
DDRs and validating the 
amount of voluntary 
relinquishment of assets by AH.  

12 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that no Subproject with Category A for involuntary 
resettlement as defined in the SPS is financed under the 
Project. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
Due diligence for resettlement 
is being conducted for all 
subprojects to ensure that there 
is no involuntary resettlement. 
All SSDDRs that have been 
prepared and have confirmation 
category C for IR.  

13 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that the preparation, design, construction, 
implementation and operation of the project, each 
subproject and all project facilities comply with (a) all 
applicable laws and regulations of the Borrower relating to 
ethnic minorities or indigenous peoples; (b) the Indigenous 
Peoples Safeguards; (c) the IPPF; and (d) all measures 
and requirements set forth in the respective IPP, and any 
corrective or preventative actions set forth in a Safeguards 
Monitoring Report. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
There have been no ethnic 
minorities or IPs found to be 
residing within the subproject 
area with the communes and 
there has been no necessity to 
prepare any IPPs.  
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No. Schedule Description 
Date 
Due 

Progress 

III. Safeguard covenants 

14 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that no Subproject with Category A for indigenous 
people or ethnic minorities under the SPS is financed under 
the Project. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
There have been no ethnic 
minorities or IPs found to be 
residing within the subproject 
communes and there has been 
no necessity to prepare any 
IPPs. So, all SSDDRs have 
been prepared with 
confirmation of IP category C. 

15 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that all bidding documents and contracts for works 
contain provisions that require contractors to: (a) comply 
with the measures relevant to the contractor set forth in the 
IEE, the EMP, the RP and the IPP, if any (to the extent they 
concern impacts on affected people during construction), 
and any corrective or preventative actions set forth in a 
Safeguards Monitoring Report; (b) make available a budget 
for all such environmental and social measures; (c) provide 
the Project EAs with a written notice of any unanticipated 
environmental, resettlement or indigenous peoples risks or 
impacts that arise during construction, implementation or 
operation of the Project that were not considered in the 
IEE, the EMP, the RP or the IPP (if any); (d) adequately 
record the condition of roads, agricultural land and other 
infrastructure prior to starting to transport materials and 
construction; and (e) fully reinstate pathways, other local 
infrastructure, and agricultural land to at least their pre-
Project condition upon the completion of construction. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Partly complied with. 
The NCDDS has established 
procedures for the inclusion of 
measures relevant to the RP, 
IPP, IEE and EMP (where this 
is required) in the contract 
documents.  
The ESME has been carried out 
their tasks to verify all 
subprojects and monitor during 
construction in order to comply 
with the SS due diligence 
requirements from ADB. 
 
 

16 5 

The Borrower shall do, or cause the Project EAs to do the 
following: (a) submit social safeguards monitoring reports 
to ADB as part of the quarterly and annual progress 
reports, and environmental safeguards monitoring reports 
semi-annually in January and July each year and disclose 
relevant information from such reports to affected persons 
promptly upon submission; (b) if any unanticipated 
environmental and/or social risks and impacts arise during 
construction, implementation or operation of the Project 
that were not considered in the IEE, the EMP, the RP or 
the IPP (if any), promptly inform ADB of the occurrence of 
such risks or impacts, with detailed description of the event 
and proposed corrective action plan; and (c) report any 
actual or potential breach of compliance with the measures 
and requirements set forth in the EMP, the RP or the IPP (if 
any) promptly after becoming aware of the breach.  

31-
Aug-
2022 

Partly complied with. 
The PIC team are preparing the 
quarterly progress reports and 
semi-annual safeguards 
monitoring report that include 
an update on the compliance 
with the social safeguard due 
diligence processes.   

17 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that a safeguards grievance redress mechanism 
acceptable to ADB is established in accordance with the 
provisions of the relevant EARF, EMP, RF, RP (if any), 
IPPF or IPP (if any), within the timeframe specified in the 
relevant documents, to consider safeguards complaints. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
The EAs have a project GRM in 
place relating to all safeguard 
concerns. 

18 5 

The Borrower shall ensure or cause the Project EAs to 
ensure that no proceeds of the Loan and ADF Grant are 
used to finance any activity included in the list of prohibited 
investment activities provided in Appendix 5 of the SPS. 

31-
Aug-
2022 

Being complied with. 
All proposed subprojects are 
screened to ensure that no 
prohibited activity is financed.  
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10.   SOLUTIONS FOR PREVIOUS ISSUES AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS  

10.1 Solution for previous issues 

45. During this reporting period there was an ADB/IFAD Virtual Review Mission conducted from 23rd  

November to 16th December 2021 which involved PSTs, DST team that have been working at the site level. 
There following solution addressing the previous issues have been made: 

(i) The previous issues relating human resources for SSP9 at the national and provincial level have been solved 
by recruiting SSP9 deputy team leader and some provincial field facilitators (see Table 4).  

(ii) More number of field workshops have been done to orient the process of preparation of SSDDRs to 
stakeholders such as PPMAs and SSP6. 

10.2 Issues and corrective actions 

46. During this reporting period, some issues have been found mainly relating to the preparation of SSDDRs. 
The following issues and corrective action have been made:  

(i) Common understanding on process of the preparation of SSDDRs among the PPMAs and SSP6. 

(ii) Less public consultation meetings and field verification from the national level, PIC, ESME and SSP6 at the 
subproject sites due to the COVID-19, so some of subproject sites have been locked down. This is one of 
reasons that caused the delay of the subprojects. 

(iii) Limited capacity of SSP6 on using the digital technology such as drown and so the capacity building on how 
to use digital technology are needed based on requirement of ADB. 

(iv) Limited capacity of contractor in terms of CEMP and common concept of social safeguards. 

(v) To address issues raised, there will be a specific plan for capacity building or training to PPMAs, SSP9 and 
 PPS6 in terms of preparation of SSDDRs, of how to use digital technology (KOBO and Drone) to collect  
 data towards supporting the preparation of SSDDRs; of increasing the number of field assessment for the  
 consultants from the national level and of building the contractor in terms of how to prepare the CEMP. The 
 specific plan and activities for capacity building will be implemented in the first quarter of 2022. 

11.     CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

11.1 Conclusion 

47. This report provides a description of the implementation of the social safeguard due diligence process 
for the subprojects comprising the six subprojects in Batch 1a & 1b for on-going flood damage repairs at four 
sites and construction at two other sites and 10 were under warranty period. Under Batch 2 there were 14 
subprojects and 12 of them were completed and entered the warranty period. For Batch 3 the SS DDRs for 
three subprojects were disclosed and one commenced construction.  

48. The issues that were identified can be summarized as follows: 

(i) The need for a common understanding on process of the preparation of SSDDRs among the PPMAs and 
SSP6. 

(ii) The lack of public consultation meetings and field verification from the national level, PIC, ESME andSSP6 at 
the subproject sites due to the COVID-19 pandemic resulting from some subproject sites being under lock 
down and causing delay to the subprojects. 

(iii) Limited capacity of SSP6 in the use of the digital technology including the drone and the need for technical 
capacity building on the correct application of the digital technologies. 

(iv) Limited capacity of the contractors in terms of CEMP and common understanding of social safeguards. 

(v) The CoVID-19 pandemic is a continuing issue impacting on the conduct of the consultations meetings and 
field visits at the sites cannot be implemented due to some subproject sites have been locking down.  

11.2 Recommendations 

49. There is a need for more frequent visits to the subproject sites by the DSC team and project management 
team and PIC and more rigorous application of the social safeguard due diligence process and to monitor 
safeguard compliance: 
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(i) The RoW of the road or canal must be determined and certified by the district office of land management, 
construction and cadastral at the start of the design process to ensure that the design can be adjusted to avoid 
any impact on privately owned land and the need for additional land within the RoW can be minimized. 

(ii) More human resources for SSP6, mainly on using digital technology, such as drone. 

(iii) Further capacity building should be provided for the DSC, PSTs and district focal points to ensure that they have 
a sound understanding of the social safeguard due diligence process that is compliant with the ADB procedures. 

(iv) Orientation on safeguards (social, environment and gender) to contractors and local  authorities before the 
commencement of civil work. 

50. To address the issues raised, several main activities need to be done for 2022. They are: (i) provision 
of orientation to the PPMAs and SSP6 on the preparation of SSDDRs; (ii) provision of orientation to identified 
contractors on how to prepare the CEMP and how to follow the safeguards compliance of ADB and (iii) the 
provision of orientation to SSP6, SSP9, PPMAs and other safeguards consultants on digital technology 
towards collecting appropriated data for preparation of SSDDRs. .  

51. The next SMR will be submitted by 15 July 2022 to report on the progress of compliance with  social 
safeguards over the period from January to June 2022. In order to prepare the next SMR (January to June 
2022) in efficient manner, the PIC requires: (i) to conduct field assessment on the progress of on-going 
construction of subprojects, (ii) orient the SSP6 and PPMAs to provide appropriate data and preopare the 
progress report on subproject construction and (iii) ensure that the PST/DST provide monthly progress report 
on subproject construction on time. 
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Annex 2: List of subprojects with on-going construction by 31 December 2021  
 

Ref. No. Contract No. Province Name of subproject Contractor 

RR003 
TSSD-
AF/020607BTB/IR/2019/01 

BTB 

Rehabilitation of existing secondary 
canal with a length of 2,900 meters in 
Kakoh commune, BTB province.  
Construction completed for 80%  

LCWH Construction, 
Co,Ltd. 

RR013 
TSSD-AF-BMC-NCB-
W/RR013-NCDDS 

BMC 

Construction of DBST road with a 
length of 2,790 meters in Bos Sbov 
commune in BMC province. 
Construction completed for 90%  

General Building 
Construction 
Co.LTD. 

IR038 
TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-
IR039-NCDDS 

BTB 

Rehabilitation of existing canal with a 
length of 14,300 m in Anlongrun & 
Rongchrey communes of BTB 
province. Construction completed for 
10% 

TSK Construction 
Co, Ltd 

RR042 
TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-
RR042-NCDDS 

BTB 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite road 
with a length of 5,158 m in Lvea 
commune of BTB province. 
Construction completed for 25%. 

TSK Construction 
Co, Ltd 

IR047 
TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-
IR038-NCDDS 

BTB 

Rehabilitation of existing canal with a 
length of 4,672 m in Prey Touch 
commune of BTB province. 
Construction completed for 5%. 

TSK Construction 
Co, Ltd 

RR050 
TSSD-AF-BTB-NCB-
W/RR050-NCDDS 

BTB 

Upgrading of existing laterite road to a 
DBST road with a length of 6,600 m in 
Prey Tralach & Praek Chik-Basak 
communes of BTB province. 
Construction completed for about 75% 

TSK Construction 
Co, Ltd 

RR061 
TSSD-AF-SRP-NCB-
RR061-NCDDS 

SRP 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite road 
to a concrete road with a length of 
1,090 meters in Svay Leu commune of 
SRP province. Construction 
completed for 90% 

THD Consruction 
Co,Ltd 

RR071 
 

TSSD-AF-KPT-NCB-
RR071-NCDDS 

KPT 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite road 
to a better laterite road with a length of 
1,850 m in Tuol Kreul commune of 
KPT province. Construction completed 
for 54% 

Meung Chheng 
Construction Co,Ltd 

RR077 
TSSD-AF-KPT-NCBW/ 
RR077-NCDDS 

KPT 

Upgrading of existing laterite road to 
DBST road with a length of 6,065 
meters in Chamna Leu, Rong Roeung 
& Preah Damrei communes of KPT. 
Construction completed for 5% 

TSK Construction 
Co,Ltd 

RR081 
TSSD-AF-KPC-NCBW/ 
RR017-NCDDS 

KPC 

Upgrading of existing laterite road to 
SBST road with a length of 6,500 
meters in Sampong Chey & Sdaeung 
Chey & Pring Chrum communes of 
KPC province. Construction 
completed for 37% 

Tang Chheng Oing 
Construction & 
Import & Expert Co. 
Ltd. 

RR087 
TSSD-AF-KPC-NCBW/ 
RR087-NCDDS 

KPC 

Upgrading of existing laterite  road to 
DBST road with a length of 2,697 
meters in Moha Leap & Pongro 
communes of KPC province. 
Construction completed for 5% 

Tang Chheng Oing 
Construction & 
Import & Expert Co. 
Ltd. 

RR087 
TSSD-AF-KPT-NCBW/ 
RR087-NCDDS 

KPT 

Upgrading of existing laterite road to a 
DBST road with a length of 4,670 
meters in Prey Tahou & Trapeang 
Russei Sangkat and commune of KPT 
province. Construction completed for 
about 60% 

TSK Consruction 
Co,Ltd 
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Ref. No. Contract No. Province Name of subproject Contractor 

RR093 
TSSD-AF-TKM-NCB-
RR093-NCDDS 

TKM 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite road 
to a DBST road with a length of 2,733 
meters in Tuek Chrove-Chong Cheach 
communes of TKM province. 
Construction completed for about 31% 

General Building 
Construction, Co, 
Ltd. 

RR104 
TSSD-AF-PVG-NCB-
RR104-NCDDS 

PVG 

Rehabilitation of existing laterite road 
to a SBST road with a length of 5,000 
meters in Senareach Odam commune 
of PVG province. Construction 
completed for about 10%. 

TSK construction 
Co,Ltd 
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Annex 3: Example of Certificate of Land/Asset Transfer Form (CLTF) 

(Lvea laterite road rehabilitation subproject, BTB province) 
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Annex 4: Example of Certification of accepted Right of Way 

(Prey Touch canal rehabilitation subproject, BTB province) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation-Religion-King 

Battambang province 
Moung Russei District Administration 
District Office for Land Management,  
Urbanization, Construction and Land-Use 
No. 423/2020 LMUCC/SM                                                                 

09 June 2020 
CERTIFICATE OF CANAL’S RoW 

Referring to the common meeting of Commune Councils of Prey Touch on 05 June 2020 regarding 
the identification of Right of Way (RoW) of the canal rehabilitation subproject with its length 4,672 
meters.  
According to the above meeting, the commune councils have identified that the Right of Way for 
canal, where is located in the villages of Steung Chork and Thmey of Prey Touch commune of 
Moung Russei district of Battambang province is 25.0 meters. 
The district office of land management, urbanization, construction and land-use wish to certify that 
the RoW of the canal which identified by commune is acceptable for use. In case of formal land 
registration occurs later, the district office of land management, urbanization, construction and land-
use will follow the RoW for canal as identified.               
                     District Office for Land Management,  
          Urbanization, Construction and Land-Use  
                              Signed and Sealed         
                  Head-Office (Nhao Dyla) 
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Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation-Religion-King 

Cheung Prey District Administration 
Cheung Prey District Office for Land Management,  
Urbanization, Construction and Land Use 
No. 272/020 LMUCC/CHP                                                                  

CERTIFICATE OF CANAL’S ROW 
Cheung Prey District Office for Land Management,Urbanization, Construction and Land Use 

 

TSSD-AF, mainly in Kampong Cham, has been supporting the infrastructure sub-project which is located in 
Cheug Prey district, based on its budget plan for 2019. 
 

The proposed canal rehabilitation sub-project has a length of 1,550 meters which is located in the villages of Bos 
Tamom and Trapeang Chhuk of Sampong Chey commune, Kampong Cham province. All heads of individual 
land within the proposed canal subproject area, had systematically been registered since 2010 by identifying the 
canal’s right of way (RoW) as 24 meters with starting point from Bos Tamom (GPS X=513407 and GPS 
Y=1344644 up to the ending point at Trapeang Chhuk village (GPS X=514642 and GPS Y=1343780).   
 

I wish to certify that the above data is completely correct according to the Master plan and this data 
systematically are registered (see the master plan attached).                  
          

       District Office for Land Management, 
            Urbanization, Construction and Land Use
  

Seen and Approved by 
Date: 03rd July 2020        Date: 3rd July 2020 
District Governor        Signed and Sealed 
Outh Chheang Ly              Head-Office (Khatt Sokkhorn) 
 

(Khatt Sokkhorn) 
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Annex 5: Comparison of existing and proposed base-width 

(Senareach Odon SBDT  road rehabilitation subproject, PVG province) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commune

PK number
Width of 

official 

RoW (m)

Length 

(Km)

Base-width of 

road (m)

Additional land area needed for road 

widening

Other land area 

(CoI) for tempary 

use during 

construction 

No. PK number Existing Propsed

Total Outside RoW

Width 

(m)

Area 

(m2)

Width 

(m)

Area 

(m2)

Width 

(m)

Area  

(m2)

Senareach 

Odam

1 0+000 to 0+650

15.0

      650.0           7.0          7.0            -               -              -                -           2.0     1,300.0 

2 0+650 to 0+850       200.0           7.0          7.1        0.1         24.0          2.0        400.0 

3 0+850 to 1+050       200.0           7.0          6.5          2.0        400.0 

4 1+050 to 3+000    1,950.0           7.0          6.5  -  -             -                -           2.0     3,900.0 

5 3+000 to 4+250    1,250.0           8.0          7.0          2.0     2,500.0 

6 4+250 to 5+000       750.0           7.0          6.5            -               -              -                -           2.0     1,500.0 

 Total land needed

Total length (m)     5,000.0 

Additional land area needed for road widing (m)

Additional land area eeded for road widening outside of RoW (m2)                -  

Other land area (CoI) for tempary use furing construction (m2)  10,000.0 

         24.0 

Sources: IOL data updated by Design and Supervision Consultants during site screening
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Annex 6: Example of Inventory of Loss table  

(Anlongrun & Rong Chrey canal rehabilitation subproject), BTB 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1 Chea Thuon No No No 3 945,000 189,000                    -               -           -              -          0.29                             -                       -        504,000                   -                -        504,000 Farmer Cropping-chicken

2 Ouk Soeun No No No 2 534,000 178,000                    -               -           -         60.0         0.03                             -                       -          14,400                   -  600,000        614,400 Farmer Cropping

3 Sok Sokhon No No No 1 456,000 228,000                    -               -           -              -          0.15                             -                       -        252,000                   -                -        252,000 Farmer Cropping

4 Chan Leang No No No 4 845,000 169,000                    -               -           -              -          0.23                             -                       -        192,000                   -                -        192,000 Farmer Cropping

5 Loem Phihour No No No 4 832,000 208,000                    -               -           -              -          0.19                             -                       -        360,000                   -                -        360,000 Farmer Cropping

6 Soy Sarith No No No 5 1,379,000 197,000                    -               -           -              -          0.36                             -                       -          77,440                   -                -          77,440 Farmer Cropping

7 Orm Poth No No No 3 1,314,000 219,000            220.0              -           -              -          0.65                             -                       -        138,000    4,400,000                   -                -    4,538,000 Farmer Cropping

8 Kin Savong No No No 5 1,792,000 256,000              90.0              -        1.0             -          0.91                             -                       -          60,000    1,800,000        20,000                -    1,880,000 Farmer Cropping

9 Oun Chantheara No No No

M 59 5 360,000 360,000        2,100.0          630.0 

M 58 3 10,000 200,000            60.0            18.0 

F 59 2 360,000 360,000        1,050.0          315.0 

M 59 5 50,000 300,000          800.0          240.0 

M 56 4 700,000 100,000        1,500.0          450.0 

M 55 7 45,000 45,000          322.5            96.8 

M 47 6 22,400 100,000          575.0          172.5 

F 38 7 17,400 20,000          250.0            75.0 

M 41 3 30,000 65,000          290.0            87.0 

M 50 6 3,000 5,000     

2 585,000 195,000                    -               -           -              -          0.31                             -                       -          69,600                   -                -          69,600 Farmer Cropping

10 Neang Rin No No No 4 960,000 160,000              60.0              -           -              -          0.75                             -                       -    1,200,000                   -                -    1,200,000 Farmer Cropping-worker

11 Proeung Mao No No No 4 1,020,000 170,000                    -               -        6.0             -          0.92                             -                       -        144,000     120,000                -        264,000 Farmer Cropping

12 Kong Oeun No No No 2 662,000 165,500              90.0              -           -              -          1.13                             -                       -    1,800,000                   -                -    1,800,000 Farmer Cropping

13 Vey Mao No No No 4 1,025,000 205,000                    -               -        1.0             -          0.50                             -                       -        144,000        20,000                -        164,000 Farmer Cropping

14 Yorth Bunthoeun No No No 2 555,000 185,000            240.0              -           -              -          0.60                             -                       -    4,800,000                   -                -    4,800,000 Farmer Cropping

15 Vey Pon No No No 3 800,000 200,000            120.0              -           -              -          1.62                             -                       -    2,400,000                   -                -    2,400,000 Farmer Cropping-worker

16 Tor Varn No No No 2 570,000 190,000                    -               -           -              -          0.43                             -                       -          76,800                   -                -          76,800 Farmer Cropping

17 Orm Lyna No No No 2 510,000 255,000              80.0              -        4.0             -          0.30                             -                       -    1,600,000        80,000                -    1,680,000 Farmer cropping

18 Hor Pheak No No No 2 840,000 210,000              90.0              -        2.0             -          0.17                             -                       -    1,800,000        40,000         

           -  

F 49 6 15,000 50,000          600.0          180.0 

M 37 4 3,000 5,000                -  

F 59 5 20,000 100,000          600.0          180.0 

M 52 3 10,000 30,000                -  

M 45 4 2,400 5,000                -  

M 58 3 25,000 50,000          320.0            96.0 

M 32 2 1,600 25,000                -  

M 36 4 3,200 50,000                -  

M 49 3 10,000 10,000                -  

M 52 6 20,000 20,000          480.0      

       -    1,840,000 Farmer cropping

19 Ny Ki No No No 3 618,000 206,000              90.0              -        2.0             -          0.45                             -                       -    1,800,000        40,000                -    1,840,000 Farmer cropping

20 San Ya No No No 4 1,140,000 190,000                    -               -        1.0             -          1.20                             -                       -        115,200        20,000                -        135,200 Farmer cropping

21 Sen Sarin No No No 4 975,000 195,000                    -               -           -              -          1.14                             -                       -          96,000                   -                -          96,000 Farmer cropping

22 Kim Hour No No No 3 940,000 235,000                    -               -           -              -          0.15                             -                       -          19,200                   -                -          19,200 Farmer cropping

23 Yin Reang No No No 4 1,440,000 240,000                    -               -           -              -          0.25                             -                       -          38,400                   -                -          38,400 Farmer cropping

24 Sorn Roeu No No No 2 1,020,000 255,000                    -               -           -              -          0.25                             -                       -          24,000                   -                -          24,000 Farmer cropping

25 Sorn Soeuth No No No 2 330,000 165,000                    -               -           -              -          0.12                             -                       -          14,400                   -                -          14,400 Farmer cropping

26 Neang Phan No No No 2 532,500 177,500                    -               -           -              -          1.33                             -                       -          96,000                   -                -          96,000 Farmer cropping

27 Sorn Tu No No No 3 740,000 185,000                    -               -        7.0             -          0.67                             -                       -          72,000     140,000                -        212,000 Farmer cropping

28 Loem Teapeav No No No 3 900,000 225,000                    -               -   

    144.0 

M 46 5 15,000 20,000          400.0          120.0 

M 42 4 5,000 50,000            80.0            24.0 

F 41 6 5,000 60,000          160.0            48.0 

M 40 4 10,000 30,000          100.0            30.0 

M 58 2 25,000 25,000            60.0            18.0 

M 56 3 15,000 15,000          400.0          120.0 

M 56 4 20,000 25,000          300.0            90.0 

M 57 4 100,000 100,000          500.0          150.0 

Nem Neath M 56 5 28,000 75,000            80.0

        -              -          0.25                             -                       -        120,000                   -                -        120,000 Farmer cropping

29 No No No 3 1,175,000 235,000                    -               -           -              -          0.08                             -                       -          19,200                   -                -          19,200 Farmer cropping

30 No No No 3 1,245,000 249,000                    -               -           -              -          0.85                             -                       -        697,200                   -                -        697,200 Farmer cropping

31 No No No 4 920,000 184,000                    -               -           -              -          0.33                             -                       -          74,520                   -                -          74,520 Farmer cropping

32 No No No 3 760,000 190,000                    -               -   100.0             -          0.39                             -                       -        144,000  2,000,000                -    2,144,000 Farmer cropping

33 No No No 4 880,000 176,000                    -               -     13.0             -          0.05                             -                       -          14,400     260,000                -        274,400 Farmer cropping

34 Bin Chanruon No No No 2 788,000 197,000                    -               -           -              -          0.34                             -                       -          57,600                   -                -          57,600 Farmer cropping

35 No No No 2 370,000 185,000   

No. AHHs. Rep Sex
Age


FHH 

(Y/N)

ID 

Poor 

(Y/N)

Disability 

(Y/N)

Household 

members

Monthly 

expenditure (KHR)

Total productive 

land (m ) 
Affected Assets Identified

Affected 

land (%)

Payments to AHs (KHR) Occupation

Total 
Working

 Total
Per 

person

Land 

along 

canal   

Other 

land

Affected land use within 

RoW (m ) Crop 

production 

(kg)

Land 

outside 

RoW 

(m2)

No. of 

trees

Length 

of 

fences 

(m)

Compensation 

for land outside 

of RoW

Allowances

Primary  Other 

Residence Agriculture 

For 

vulnerable 

households

Crop 

production
Land Trees Fences Total

Vulnerable HHs

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

 Other AHs 

Totals         1,080.0       15,443.0         4,633.0              -   137.0        60.0                             -                       -    3,706,360  21,600,000  2,740,000  600,000 

2

2

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

Valuation of trees lost is stated in the Certificate of Land/Asset Transfer form for each AH (see Annex 5). 

Valuation of fencing lost is based upon KHR 10,000 per meter of fence line and is also stated in the Certificate of Land/Asset Transfer form for each AH. 

                 -               -           -              -          0.70                             -                       -          72,000                   -                -          72,000 Farmer cropping

            24.0 

Lay Se M 58 5 140,000 200,000        2,905.0          871.5 

Ros Kerk M 47 5 7,800 85,000          310.5            93.2 

Chum Kakada M 45 4 58,000 95,000          600.0          180.0 

So Romduol F 48 5 35,000 85,000            60.0            18.0 

M 41 4 20,000 50,000          240.0            72.0 

In Bopha F 33 2 18,000 25,000          300.0            90.0 

 28,646,360 

Notes:

1 Valuation of lost crop production calculated on assumption of paddy yield of 3 tons/hectare and selling price of KHR 800 per kg.

2

3

Valuation of residential land along canal is KHR 20,000 per square meter identified by commune and district authorities, but these land areas donated by AHs stated in this table are located within the accepted RoW.

Valuation of fruit and non-fruit trees (Palm, Wood-apple, Acacia Auriculiformis Muell, Chan Kiri, Tamarind, Jujube, Banana), price of one tree is based upon KHR 20,000

4

5
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Annex 7: Public assets within the CoI as temporary loss 

 

 

 No. 

Canal rehabilitation subproject (Prey Touch commune)

Fruit trees Non-fruit trees
Total 

trees
Remarks

Name of trees
No. of 

trees
Name of trees

No. of 

trees

Total 22 6 28

1 4 4

0.03-0.4 

diameters

2 1 1

3 9 9

4 1 1

5  Acacia auriculiformis Muell 2 2

6 1 1

7 1 1

8 2 2

3 3

2 Mango 4 4

Jambolan Plum

Jujube

Anthocephalus

Feroniella Lucida Swing

Wood apple

Plam

Peltophorum pterocarpum

Bamboo
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Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation-Religion-King 

Battambang province 
Moung Russei District Administration 
Prey Touch commune 
No. 795 KH.P.T                                                                    

CERTIFICATION 
We, Head of Prey Touch commune, wish to certify that land areas of 10,309 square meters located  
within the CoI along the proposed canal which will be used for movement of construction equipment 
during the construction of the canal is the common properties that are along the canal including its 
banks as well as at the point of crossing canal together with the reserved land areas for common 
benefits at PK sections 0+550 to 2+162. 
As above mentioned, we wish to ensure that the identified land areas located in the above location is 
the common properties and they have not been using by villagers. 
To be proof, we wish to be responsible to the law and with my signature below as an evidence. 
                         Date: 23rd July 2021  
             Signed and seal 
                                          Head of commune (Seth Sokha) 
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Annex 8: The last public consultation meeting with AHs and HHs having assets within CoI 
(Chaeung Daeung-Korki Thom DBST road sub-project), Baray district. Kampong Thom province 
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                                                                   Consultation meetings 

  2. (Project beneficiaries) 
Date: 23th September 2021 
No of participants: 32 
No. of women:  7 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Srey Ung, Head of Sangkat Tuek Thla  
Facilitator: Mr. Muong Samoeun, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mr. Ler Vanndron, CMAW 
 

Content of meetings 

Understanding and accepting the proposed DBST sub-project: 
- After welcome and opening remarks by the head of Sangkat (Mr. Srey Ung) about the TSSD-AF and the objective 

of the meeting relating to the field verification of the sub-project, then Mr. Phon Khmera (DSC team) presented the 
detailed engineering technical design to local authorities and HHs who have their assets within the CoI and then 
the local authorities, AH and the identified HHs understood clearly the proposed technical design of the proposed 
concrete road construction (a length of 5,000 meters, six meters of top-width including its shoulder is 0.5 meters 
for each side and he also added that the proposed road will need to use an additional land areas within  the CoI 
for movement of construction materials during the construction (0.5 meters for  each side of the road).  

- Then, PPMA presented the the grievance redress mechanism (GRM) and it will be used to redress the complaint 
and he also presented on how to submit the complaints and address it and roles and responsibilities for GRC and 
suggested to CC to post it on the CC sign board. 

Validation and verification 

- The meeting expressed their understanding on the sub-project and they expected the sub-project will implement 
as soon as possible. 

- After getting agreement on impact of assets and suggestion to build the sub-project as soon as possible, the 
meeting has discussed about keeping the status of sub-project same as the date of the last field verification. Thus 
the meeting officially agreed that the sub-project cut-off date is 23rd September 2021. Meaning agreded that from 
the date (23rd September 2021) till the construction have been commenced and completed, the local authorities 
and villagers shall not grow any crop, remove any structures and install any structure such as fences or shops 
within the CoI areas to be kept for movement of construction equipment. 

 
Sub-project management proposed by the identified HH and  
- The local authorities should be formed with a clear management committee towards road’s operation and 

management based on the guideline of MRD. 
- Capacity building should be provided by the project team in collaboration with MRD officers to enable the 

management committee to facility daily operation and management. 
- The meeting chairman has acknowledged all participants who were in the meeting and the meeting ended by 10:30 

AM at the same day with enjoyable sense.  

                    Minute Maker 

Signed and seal 

                              Ler Vanndorn 

                                 CMAW 

 

Srey Ung 

Head of Commune                  
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Photos of public consultation meetings 

 

 

Sources; DSC team and photos taken on 23rd September 2021 
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List of participants in the second public consultation meetings - 23rd September 2021 
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Attendance List (23rd September 2021) 

No Name Sex Title Organization Contract no. Signature 

1 Muong Samoeun M PPMA KPT TSSD-AF 012 659 543  

2 Tuy Poeuv M DDMA TSSD-AF 012 930 048  

3 Kann Sotheavy F SSS SSP9-TSSD-AF 012 844 398  

4 Bouy Kimsreang M SSS PIC-TSSD-AF 017 618 866  

5 So Sarorn M Team Leader SSP6-TSSD-AF 012 381 960  

6 So Vantha M Side Engineer SSP6-TSSD-AF 012 251 491  

7 Say Sopheak M Surveyor SSP6-TSSD-AF 087 739 395  

8 Or Sopheap F PST TSSD-AF KPT 092766 348  

9 Phoeun Saorathana F Field Facilitator SSP9-TSSD-AF 015 845 618  

10 Phon Khmera M Side Engineer SSP6- TSSD-AF 015 857 969  

11 Mao Darou M Surveyor  SSP6-TSSD-AF 086 282 286  

12 Chhoeun Chen M Village Security  Cheung Deung 096 660 9043  

13 Suy Sok Khean F CMAW Cheung Deung 098 574 4988  

14 Phoeun Sarun F Commune council Cheung Deung 089 461 159  

15 Prum Vy M Village Security Cheung Deung   

16 Meas Poeuv M Village Assistant Cheung Deung 060 888 566  

17 Long Khun M Deputy head of village Kroky Thom   

18 Prum Phin M Head of village Ta Poung 089 369 333  

19 Souer Mom M Commune council Cheung Deung 071 906 7276  

20 Srey Ung M Acting head of commune Cheung Deung   

21 Tarth Yoeun M Village Security Korky Thom   

22 Ler Vanndorn M CMAW Korky Thom 095 640 140  

23 Lonh Mey  M Head of Village Cheung Deung 012 983 984  

24 Den Sophea M Head of VIllage Anlong Thma   

25 Say Phall M Village Security Cheung Deung   

26 Nom Meng M Village Security Anlong Thma   

27 Hul Kim Seng M Commune council Cheung Deung 097 859 7114  

28 Chhuon Nhanh M Village Security Cheung Deung   

29 Da Nary F Field Facilitator SSP6-TSSD-AF 012 647 853  

30 Soy Sok Kea M Villager Cheung Deung   

31 Sann Thy F Villager Cheung Deung   

32 Nuon Phoeung M Villager Cheung Deung   
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Annex 9: Complaints reporting and redressing forms and the proposed GRM from commune (Chan 
Sar road subproject, SRP) 
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Grievance Redress Committees 

No. Name Roles Contact no. 

Step 1: Village and commune authorities and contractor 

1 Mr. Sun Chumnith Chan Sar Head of Commune and Chairman 095 614 546 
2 Mr.Hong Kankimheang Deputy Commune Chief 092 373 031 
3 Mr. Hieng Narith Commune Council member 

 

012 620 512 

4 Mr.. Cheang Kimsrean Commune clerk 017 967 367 
5 Mr. Vorch Phuk Head of Baek Kamploeng village 097 578 6745 
6 Mr. Sot Sen Head of Kansaeng Kroam village 011 604 605 

Step 2: District authorities 

1 Mr. Long Hom District support team and chairman 012 373 140 

2 Mr. Loek Sanil Chief of agriculture natural resource and environment 017 976 423 

3 Mr. Vae Savoun Addmin/Finance officer 077 984 107 

Step 3: Provincial project implementation unit 

1 H.E Ly Samreth Deputy provincial team 085 567 568 
2 Mr.  Doch Kimdam Chief of project provincial team 012 883 857 
3 Mr. Brak Maryna Chief of agriculture coordinator 012 825 051 
4 Mr. Tes Agkheatheara Admin/Finance officer 012 636 157 

Step 4: National project implementation unit (NCDDs) 

1 H.E Ny Kimsan 
Deputy Head of NCDDs and TSDD-AF project 
manager 

011 970 565 
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(Model of complaint form)                                                        
Date:……………… 

To;  Mr./Ms……………………… 
 

We are the villagers living in the village of………………,, would like to submit the complaint form relating 
to the…………………….sub-project construction funded by TSSD-AF. 
We believe that it will be impacted and can be impacted due to the sub-project in the following sections 
(please describes the impacting sections). We have raised our concerns to………………….in order to 
address it that is reasonable and acceptable for us. 
We gave authorized to Mr……………………………to be our representatives in terms of this complaint 
which is in the following address: 
 - Village and commune :…………………………………………………… 
 - Email   ;…………………………………………………… 
 - Telephone  :…………………………………………………… 
 - Fax   :…………………………………………………… 
With the respect: 
Complaint’s name and its roles:…………………………….Signature:………………………. 
 
Complaint’s name and its roles:…………………………….Signature:………………………. 
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(Model of responding to the complaint form) 
To :…………………………………… 
From ;……………………………………. 
Sub-project:……………………………….. 
We wish to confirm that we have received your complaint through our GRC group and it is recorded in 
the  GRM book on…….…month………….year…………. 

Types of complaint described such as (description of complaint form) 
The GRC commune will review your complaint within……….days from the date of receiving your 
complaint.  Please be remembered that the GRC will conduct a meeting to review your complaint with 
your participation. The village and commune authorities will contact you for additional information. 
 
 
With our respect. 

       Date:………..Month………...Year………. 
  

 
Name and signature 

 
Role 
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ស ៀវសៅកត់ត្រា ឬច ុះបញ្ជ ពីាកយបណ្ត ឹងតវ៉ា  (Complaints log-book) 

គសត្រោង៖_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ទីាាំង៖______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ស ៀវសៅច ុះបញ្ជ ីពាកយបណ្ត ឹងតវ៉ា ( ត្រោប់អ្នកកត់ត្រាពាកយបណ្ត ឹង) 

សេខបណ្ត ឹង
តវ៉ា  ថ្ងៃខខឆ្ន ាំ ស ម្ ុះ 

អា ័យដ្ឋា ន 

សេខទូរ ័ព្ទ  

ត្របសេទ (ក ខ គ) 
និងត្របសេទថ្នពាកយ
បណ្ត ឹង(ខននក ងគម ឬ

បរសិ្ថា ន) 

ទីាាំងខែេ
ប ុះពាេ់ 

 សងេបអ្តា
ន័យ 

បណ្ត ឹងតវ៉ា  

ហតាសេខា 

               

        

ក. ប្រភេទភ  ៊ើរអភកេត រញ្ជា ក់ និក ំណូមពរ 
ខ.រត ឹកទាក់ទកនឹករញ្ជា ការអន វតតផ្ទ ុយនឹកភ ចកត ីថ្លែកភោលនភោបាយ  វតថ ិភាព ២០០៩ ឬភោលនភោបាយទំនាក់
ទំនកសាធារណះ ២០១១។ ភោលនភោបាយទំនាក់ទំនកសាធារណៈ មានរំណករភកេ ៊ើនទំន កចិតតដល់ភាគីពាកព័នធ  
នកិលទធភាពនានាថ្ដលពាក់ព័នធនឹកធនាោរអេិវឌ្ឍន៍អា  ី ជាពិភ  ផ្លរ ះពាល់ននគភប្មាកអេិវឌ្ឍន៍ររ ់ធនាោរ
អេិវឌ្ឍន៍អា  ី។ភោលនភោបាយភនះ មានរំណកភល៊ើកកមព ់តមាែ ភាព គភណភនយយភាព និកការអេិវឌ្ឍន៍តាមថ្ររ
ចូលរមួ។  
គ. រញ្ជា ព ករលួយ ឬភកករនែ ំ
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ទត្រមង់ពិ្ធសី្ថរ ត្រោប់កិចចត្របជ ាំត្រកមុការងារសដ្ឋុះត្រស្ថយបណ្ត ឹងតវ៉ា  (meeting to address complaints) 

កិចចត្របជ ាំរប ់គណ្ៈកោម ធិការសដ្ឋុះត្រស្ថយបណ្ត ឹងតវ៉ា ៖ 

គសត្រោង៖  

ថ្ងៃ ខខ ឆ្ន ាំ៖: 
ទីកខនែង៖ 
អ្នកចូេរមួ៖ 

រសបៀបវរៈ៖ 

 សងេប ត ីព្ីកិចចព្ិភាកា៖:  

េ
.រ 

រសបៀបវរៈឬត្របធានបទថ្នកិចច 
ព្ិភាកា 

អ្នកដ្ឋក់ពាកយបណ្ត ឹង  

(អ្ ័យដ្ឋា ន និងសេខ
ទូរ ័ព្ទ ) 

ោតិកា ឬមតិ
សោបេ់ 

ការស ន ើ  ាំែាំស ុះ 
ត្រស្ថយ 

១         
២         

៣         

៤         

៥         
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Annex 10: Example of safeguard capacity building training in BTB province 

BTB PPMA together with PST and SSP6 have conducted the orientation workshops (Anlongrun-

Rongchrey canal subproject, Prey Touch canal rehabulitation subproject, Lvea road subproject and 

Prey Tralarch-Basak-Praekchik raod subprojects9) in July and December 2021 for few subprojects and 

one subproject for one morning in order to strengthen the capacity of local authorities who are in the 

GRC committees on how to use the GRM log-book, to record the complaints and how to address 

complaints if needed at the first level of GRM. The follow is one example that BTB PPMA as a trainer 

under the assistance of SSP6 has conducted safeguard orientation workshop at the Prey Touch 

commune office (Prey Touch canal rehabilitation subproject) and has explained the participants the 

role of GRC members and how to use log-book while receiving and responding the complaints and 

what is the procedure and time-frame for addressing the complaints. At the end of the orientation 

workshop, all participants confirmed that they well understood their roles and how to use the log-book 

and how to address the complaints. Finally, they committed to address any complaint through the 

procedure at that level. The main outcome ot the each training is that the GRC members within each 

GRM well undertood their roles and responsibilities, on how to record and address complaints if any 

and furthermore, the local authorities understood the data required for SSDDR preparation and then 

they commit to facilitate in term of provision of required data towards speeding up the preparation of 

SSDDR. 

Photos for orientation workshop at the Prey Touch commune office on 15th December 2021 

 

 
9 The orientation on GRM capacity building to the local authorities and villagers within the Prey Tralach-Basak-

Prekchik and Lvea road subprojects have been done through the online meeting, so there is not attendance 
list as a paper like Prey Touch and Anlongrun-Rongchrey canal subprojects (confirmed by SSP6, SSP9 and 
PPMA due to COVID 19) 
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List of participation participated in the GRM orientation workshop - 15th December 2021 
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AnnAnnex 11: TSSD-AF Resettlement Framework - Anticipated Resettlement Impacts 

Component Anticipated Land Acquisition and Resettlement Impacts 

A.  Factor productivities development - Limited resettlement impacts 

 

(e.g. land development, 

rehabilitation of small-scale 

irrigation schemes, farmer 

managed small scale water 

works, client oriented farm 

based research, supply of 

quality inputs, demand 

driven extension services) 

 

- ‘Small scale irrigation rehabilitation’ will upgrade the existing tertiary canal and 

secondary canals to connect the Rice SDP’s irrigation schemes (main canals) within 

the reserved areas for canal rehabilitation. Minimal land used for crop production 

within the reserved area may be acquired by the subproject. If the conditions for 

voluntary donation are met, the subproject can be implemented through voluntary 

donation. 

- 'Land development' will be done in existing land without altering current land use.  

- 'Farmer managed small scale water works' will likely be within existing ROW and 

not likely to require minor acquisition of land or assets (crops, trees and structures). 

If the conditions for voluntary relinquishment are met, the subproject can be 

implemented through voluntary relinquishment.  

- 'Supply of quality input's, 'Farm based research' and 'extension services' will be 

implemented using existing facilities and/or provided on farm.    

B.  Market links strengthening - Limited resettlement impacts 

 

(e.g. rehabilitation of the existing 

commune roads incorporating 

DRR design, building of roads 

along dikes, commune level rural 

markets including market 

infrastructure, village storage 

(rice banks), bio-secure 

agriculture, development of rural 

ICT) 

 

- 'Farm to market roads' will upgrade existing road by surfacing, minimal expansion 

of the road’s width (incorporating DRR design), raising embankment, resurfacing 

and spot repairs that may involve minimal land acquisition, temporary occupation of 

land during construction. Trees and crops within existing ROW may require 

compensation and if the conditions for voluntary donation are met, the subproject 

can be implemented through voluntary donation.  

- 'Commune level market' will require upgrading of existing facilities without additional 

land acquisition that may involve the temporary occupation of land during 

construction. If new facilities are to be upgraded, it will use unoccupied public land.   

- Village storage will be arranged using unoccupied public lands or if the conditions 

for voluntary donation are met, it can be implemented through voluntary donation.  

C. Livelihood opportunities - Involuntary resettlement impacts are NOT foreseen 

(e.g. community and family 

fishponds and rice field fishery, 

livestock and poultry production, 

farm based cottage industries, 

and small enterprises)  

- The component will not involve construction of new physical facilities.  

- Various technical training will be implemented using existing facilities, e.g. 

commune council halls and/or village hall. Agricultural extension services will be 

provided on farms. 

- Agricultural extension services will be provided on farms.  

D.  Improvement of access to rural finance - Involuntary resettlement impacts are NOT foreseen 

(e.g. credit lines and strengthen 

capacity of financial institutions, 

increase the credit outreach, build 

capacity of borrowers) 

- The component will not involve construction of new physical facilities.   

- Various technical training will be implemented using existing facilities, e.g. 

commune council halls and/or village hall.  

E. Promotion of social development - Involuntary resettlement impacts are NOT foreseen 
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(e.g. skill development, vocational 

education, training and skill 

development on health and 

nutrition, sanitation, and 

implementation of gender action 

plan) 

- The component will not involve construction of new physical facilities.  

- Various technical training will be implemented using existing facilities, e.g. 

commune council halls and/or village hall. Some financial services will be provided 

on farm and/or individual houses. 

F.  Policy and institutional reform and capacity development - No involuntary resettlement impacts oreseen 

 - The component will not involve construction of new physical facilities.  

 

 




